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(57) The present invention relates to an accredited
certificate issuance system based on a block chain and
an accredited certificate issuance method based on block
chain using the same, and an accredited certificate au-
thentication system based on a block chain and an ac-
credited certificate authentication method based on a
block chain using the same, which disenable a leak of a
personal key for accredited certification by autonomously
generating, storing and managing the personal key for
accredited certification by means of a random number
generator mounted in a terminal in which it is impossible
to install a function or an additional program for physically
accessing and reading the inside of a system; enable a
public key for accredited certification, which requires
maintenance, to be stored and managed in a block chain
of electronic wallets mounted in block chain retention
servers via a peer-to-peer (P2P) network-based distribu-
tion database, not in a server operated by an accredited
certificate authority (CA), and thus incur almost no costs
for maintenance by, if hacking occurs, preventing occur-
rence of costs for establishing an accredited certificate
issuance system having an advanced security system

interworking therewith so as to maximally prevent hack-
ing, and costs for operating and maintaining the estab-
lished accredited certificate issuance system; and can
perform an accredited certification process even if Ac-
tiveX is not established.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of
issuing a public certificate based on a blockchain and a
system using the same, and a method of authenticating
the public certificate based on the blockchain and the
system using the same; and more particularly, to the
method of performing the authentication of the public cer-
tificate even without the ActiveX controls by generating
and storing the private key for the public certificate within
the random number generator in a device whose inter-
nals cannot be accessed physically and on which pro-
grams cannot be further installed, thus preventing the
leakage of the private key, and by storing and managing
the public key, which requires maintenance, in the block-
chain of the digital wallet in the blockchain nodes, using
a distributed database based on peer-to-peer network,
i.e., P2P, not a server managed by a certificate authority,
i.e., CA, thus minimizing an additional cost which is re-
quired for maintenance of the public certificate issuance
system with the high security against hacking.
[0002] In general, a public certificate is electronic in-
formation issued by a certificate authority (CA) for the
purpose of confirming an identity of a user, and prevent-
ing transaction denials or forgery and falsification of a
document upon the use of services in the various indus-
trial fields, representing a kind of certificate of seal im-
pression for a digital transaction. Such a certificate con-
tains a version, a serial number, an effective period, an
issuing institution of the certificate, information on verifi-
cation of an e-signature of a user, a user’s name, infor-
mation on identification confirmation, an e-signature
method, etc.
[0003] The certificate is used (Cited Patent Literature
1) in a public key infrastructure (PKI) as a standard se-
curity method.
[0004] The public key infrastructure (PKI) is a set of
roles, policies, and procedures needed to create, man-
age, distribute, use, store, and revoke certificates and
manage public key encryption.
[0005] However, in the PKI, the private key used for
decryption is generated and provided by the CA who is
just a third party, not the user, therefore it is open to hack-
ing, and as the user’ s private key exists in a form of a
file at a storing location standardized by a soft token-
based storing method, it is easy to copy and automatically
collect the private key file and this has a risk of financial
damages and user information theft caused by a leaked
private key. Therefore, the CA who provides the gener-
ated private key to the user must have a certificate issuing
system with a high security to minimize hacking attempts,
which requires operation and maintenance and thus
causes a high cost of the issuance.
[0006] In addition, the public certificate can be used
only when ActiveX controls are installed in advance for
the purpose of additional security for the user authenti-
cation process through a web browser. However, to in-
stall the ActiveX controls on a personal computer (PC),

a security level of the PC must be lowered for the ActiveX
controls to access resources including files, registry, etc.
Due to the lowered security level of the user’ s PC caused
by the Active X controls, the PC becomes vulnerable to
the dangerous environment such as hacking.
[0007] Each of the problems associated with the public
certificate is resolved by the public certificate issuance
system based on the blockchain (refer to Patent Docu-
ment 2), and a method using the same, and by the public
certificate authenticating system based on the block-
chain and a method using the same, from the applicant.
[0008] The conventional public certificate issuance
system based on the blockchain and the method using
the same, and the conventional public certificate authen-
tication system based on the blockchain and the method
using the same disclose a method for directly generating
a public key and a private key for the public certificate
within a user device operated by a user, the user device
generating the public and private keys while the network
is disconnected, preventing possible leakage of the keys
by storing and managing the private key encrypted to-
gether with a photo image and a password selected by
the user, where the public key, which requires mainte-
nance, is stored and managed in the blockchain of the
digital wallet in the blockchain server by using a distrib-
uted database based on peer-to-peer network (P2P), not
a server managed by the CA thus an additional cost is
minimized which is required for maintenance of the public
certificate issuance system with the high security against
hacking, and performing authentication even without the
ActiveX controls.
[0009] However, in spite of this advantage, in the con-
ventional public certificate issuance system based on the
blockchain and the method using the same, and the con-
ventional public certificate authentication system based
on the blockchain and the method using the same, as
the user device generates the public and private keys
while the network is disconnected, the generated the pri-
vate key is encrypted together with a photo image and a
password selected by the user, it is safer than the case
of storing plain text, however, the private key is stored in
the memory as plain text at the time of inputting the pass-
word and selecting the photo image and thus it has a risk
of leakage when the user uses the private key if a memory
dumper is being executed on the user device.

[Prior art]

Cited Patent Literature

[0010]

Cited Patent Literature 1: Korean Patent Publication
No. 10-0411448 registered on December 3, 2003
Cited Patent Literature 1: Korean Patent Laid-Open
Publication No. 10-2015-0109320 filed on August 3,
2015
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[0011] It is an object of the present invention to solve
all the aforementioned problems.
[0012] It is another object of the present invention to
provide a method of issuing a public certificate based on
a blockchain and a system using the same, and a method
of authenticating the public certificate based on the block-
chain and a system using the same, which perform the
authentication of the public certificate even without the
ActiveX controls by generating and storing the private
key for the public certificate within the random number
generator in a device whose internals cannot be ac-
cessed physically and on which programs cannot be fur-
ther installed, thus preventing the leakage of the private
key, and by storing and managing the public key, which
requires maintenance, in the blockchain of the digital wal-
let in the blockchain nodes, using a distributed database
based on peer-to-peer network, i.e., P2P, not a server
managed by a certificate authority, i.e., CA, thus mini-
mizing an additional cost which is required for mainte-
nance of the public certificate issuance system with the
high security against hacking.
[0013] In accordance with one aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a system for issuing a public
certificate based on a blockchain, including : an informa-
tion security device instructing its encryption engine to
create a public key for the public certificate based on a
private key for the public certificate stored and managed
in a memory and transmit the created public key in re-
sponse to a request for transmission of the public key,
wherein the private key is acquired based on a random
value generated from a random number generator and
stored in the memory and then provided to a user; a user
device transmitting the public key sent from the informa-
tion security device and personal information for an is-
suance of the public certificate based on the blockchain,
wherein the personal information includes user identifi-
cation information required for the issuance; an issuance-
requesting server (i) receiving the personal information
and the public key from the user device, (ii) hashing the
personal information to acquire user-identifying hash in-
formation for authentication, and (iii) acquiring the user-
identifying hash information for authentication, the public
key, and user identification information corresponding to
the user among all pieces of user identification informa-
tion included in all pieces of personal information, to
thereby create and transmit a transaction-requesting sig-
nal; a certificate-managing server (I) (i) generating (i-1)
transaction information for storing the public key and (i-
2) a transaction ID for storing the public key to be used
as a key value for searching the transaction information
for storing the public key, wherein the transaction infor-
mation includes the public key in the transaction-request-
ing signal, (ii) transmitting the transaction information for
storing the public key, and storing and managing the
transaction ID for storing the public key, (II) (i) hashing
the user-identifying hash information for authentication
in the transaction-requesting signal and the transaction
ID for storing the public key to acquire user-verifying hash

information for authentication, (ii) generating (ii-1) trans-
action information for user verification including the user-
verifying hash information for authentication and (ii-2) a
transaction ID for user verification to be used as a key
value for searching the transaction information for user
verification, (iii) transmitting the transaction information
for user verification, and storing and managing the trans-
action ID for user verification, and (III) storing and man-
aging the user identification information in the transac-
tion-requesting signal; and blockchain nodes storing the
transaction information for user verification and the trans-
action information for storing the public key transmitted
from the certificate-managing server in the blockchain,
wherein the blockchain nodes authorize a cryptocurrency
payment through verification of transaction information
for the cryptocurrency payment if the transaction infor-
mation for the cryptocurrency payment is received, and
store the transaction information for the cryptocurrency
payment in the blockchain by referring to a result of the
authorizing process.
[0014] In accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, there is provided a method for issuing
a public certificate based on a blockchain, including: a
step S100 of an information security device connecting
to a user device, wherein the information security device
includes its random number generator and its memory
where a private key for the public certificate is stored and
managed, the private key being generated from the ran-
dom number generator; a step S110 of the user device
transmitting personal information for an issuance of the
public certificate based on the blockchain, wherein the
personal information includes user identification informa-
tion required for the issuance, to an issuance-requesting
server to thereby request the issuance; a step S120 of
the issuance-requesting server recognizing the personal
information, and creating and transmitting a guiding sig-
nal, which requests sending of a public key for the public
certificate, to the user device; a step S130 of the user
device relaying the transmitted guiding signal to the in-
formation security device; a step S140 of the information
security device, if the guiding signal is relayed, instructing
its encryption engine to create the public key using the
private key stored in the memory, and transmitting the
public key to the user device; a step S150 of the user
device relaying the public key to the issuance-requesting
server; a step S160 of the issuance-requesting server
receiving the public key, instructing its hashing engine to
hash the personal information to acquire user-identifying
hash information for authentication, and acquiring the us-
er-identifying hash information for authentication, the
public key, and user identification information corre-
sponding to the user among all pieces of user identifica-
tion information included in all pieces of personal infor-
mation, to thereby create and transmit a transaction-re-
questing signal to a certificate-managing server; a step
S170 of the certificate-managing server (i) instructing its
transaction-processing engine to store the user identifi-
cation information, which is included in the transaction-
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requesting signal, in a keyword DB for searching trans-
action by user, and (ii) creating (ii-1) transaction informa-
tion for storing the public key, wherein the transaction
information includes the public key, and (ii-2) a transac-
tion ID for storing the public key to be used as a key value
for searching the transaction information for storing the
public key; a step S180 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its hashing engine to hash the transaction ID
for storing the public key and the user-identifying hash
information in the transaction-requesting signal, to there-
by acquire user-verifying hash information for authenti-
cation; a step S190 of the certificate-managing server (i)
instructing the transaction-processing engine to transmit
the transaction information for storing the public key to
blockchain nodes, (ii) storing the transaction ID for storing
the public key in the keyword DB, (iii) creating (iii-1) trans-
action information for user verification including the user-
verifying hash information for authentication and (iii-2) a
transaction ID for user verification to be used as a key
value for searching the transaction information for user
verification, (iv) transmitting the transaction information
for user verification to the blockchain nodes, and (v) stor-
ing and managing the transaction ID for user verification
in the keyword DB; and a step S200 of the blockchain
nodes storing the transaction information for storing the
public key and the transaction information for user veri-
fication in the blockchain to thereby complete the issu-
ance.
[0015] In accordance with still another aspect of the
present invention, there is provided a system for authen-
ticating a public certificate based on a blockchain, includ-
ing: an information security device including its decryp-
tion engine and its memory having a private key for the
public certificate; a user device requesting an authenti-
cation of the public certificate based on the blockchain;
an authentication-requesting server, which includes its
random number generator and its encryption engine, re-
laying a request for the authentication by transmitting us-
er identification information on a user who operates the
user device, in response to the request for the authenti-
cation from the user device; a certificate-managing serv-
er which requests a download of transaction information
for storing a public key for the public certificate and trans-
action information for user verification, by transmitting a
transaction ID for user verification and a transaction ID
for storing the public key corresponding to the user iden-
tification information received from the authentication-re-
questing server; and blockchain nodes (i) authorizing a
cryptocurrency payment by verifying transmitted trans-
action information on the cryptocurrency payment, (ii)
storing in the blockchain (ii-1) the transaction information
on the cryptocurrency payment, (ii-2) transaction infor-
mation for storing the public key, wherein the transaction
information includes the public key, and (ii-3) transaction
information for user verification including the user-veri-
fying hash information for authentication, and (iii) trans-
mitting to the certificate-managing server the transaction
information for storing the public key and the transaction

information for user verification retrieved from the block-
chain by respectively referring to the transaction ID for
storing the public key and the transaction ID for user ver-
ification received from the certificate-managing server;
wherein the certificate-managing server (i) acquires the
public key and the user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication respectively from the transaction information
for storing the public key and the transaction information
for user verification received from the blockchain nodes,
and (ii) transmits to the authentication-requesting server
a validity-confirming signal of the public certificate,
wherein the validity-confirming signal includes the ac-
quired public key, the user-verifying hash information for
authentication, and the transaction ID for storing the pub-
lic key, wherein the authentication-requesting server (I)
(i) retrieves the user identification information from an
identification information DB, (ii) acquires user-identify-
ing hash information for comparison by hashing the user
identification information, (iii) acquires user-verifying
hash information for comparison by hashing (iii-1) the
transaction ID for storing the public key included in the
validity-confirming signal and (iii-2) the user-identifying
hash information for comparison, (II) (i) if a hash value
of the user-verifying hash information for authentication
included in the validity-confirming signal corresponds to
a hash value of the user-verifying hash information for
comparison, confirms a protocol used for Internet com-
munications by the user device, and (ii) if the protocol is
determined as HTTP, instructs its random number gen-
erator to generate a random session key, and (III) in-
structs its encryption engine to acquire an encrypted ran-
dom session key by encrypting the random session key
using the public key included in the validity-confirming
signal, and to relay the encrypted random session key
to the information security device by way of the user de-
vice, and wherein the information security device in-
structs the decryption engine to acquire the random ses-
sion key by decrypting the encrypted random session
key by using the private key stored in the memory, and
to transmit the random session key to the user device,
to thereby complete the authentication of the user.
[0016] In accordance with still yet another aspect of
the present invention, there is provided a method for is-
suing a public certificate based on a blockchain, includ-
ing: a step S300 of a user device transmitting an authen-
tication request for the public certificate based on the
blockchain by connecting to an authentication-request-
ing server; a step S310 of the authentication-requesting
server acquiring user identification information on a user
who operates the user device from an identification in-
formation DB, in response to the authentication request,
and transmitting the user identification information to a
certificate-managing server; a step S320 of the certifi-
cate-managing server transmitting to blockchain nodes
a transaction ID for storing a public key for the public
certificate and a transaction ID for user verification re-
trieved from a keyword DB by referring to the user iden-
tification information, to thereby request a download of
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transaction information for storing the public key and
transaction information for user verification; a step S330
of the blockchain nodes transmitting to the certificate-
managing server the transaction information for storing
the public key and the transaction information for user
verification retrieved therefrom, by referring to the trans-
mitted transaction ID for storing the public key and the
transmitted transaction ID for user verification; a step
S370 of the certificate-managing server instructing its
transaction-processing engine to acquire the public key
and user-verifying hash information for authentication re-
spectively from the transaction information for storing the
public key and the transaction information for user veri-
fication; a step S380 of the certificate-managing server
transmitting to the authentication-requesting server a va-
lidity-confirming signal of the public certificate, wherein
the validity-confirming signal includes (i) the transaction
ID for storing the public key, which is stored in the key-
word DB, (ii) the public key, and (iii) the user-verifying
hash information for authentication; a step S390 of the
authentication-requesting server retrieving the user iden-
tification information from the identification information
DB, instructing its hashing engine to acquire user-iden-
tifying hash information for comparison by hashing the
user identification information, and acquiring user-veri-
fying hash information for comparison calculated by
hashing both the transaction ID for storing the public key
included in the validity-confirming signal transmitted from
the authentication-requesting server and the user-iden-
tifying hash information for comparison; a step S400 of
the authentication-requesting server determining wheth-
er a hash value of the user-verifying hash information for
authentication included in the validity-confirming signal
corresponds to a hash value of the user-verifying hash
information for comparison after acquiring the hash value
of the user-verifying hash information for authentication
and the hash value of the user-verifying hash information
for comparison from its hashing engine; a step S410 of
the authentication-requesting server, if the hash value of
the user-verifying hash information for authentication in-
cluded in the validity-confirming signal corresponds to
the hash value of the user-verifying hash information for
comparison, confirming whether a protocol used for In-
ternet communications between the user device and the
authentication-requesting server is HTTP or HTTPS; a
step S420 of the authentication-requesting server, if the
protocol is determined as HTTP, instructing its random
number generator to acquire a random session key; a
step S430 of the authentication-requesting server in-
structing its encryption engine to encrypt the random ses-
sion key by using the public key included in the validity-
confirming signal, to thereby acquire and transmit an en-
crypted random session key to the user device; a step
S440 of the user device relaying the encrypted random
session key to an information security device; and a step
S450 of the information security device instructing its de-
cryption engine to decrypt the encrypted random session
key by using a private key for the public certificate stored

in its memory, to acquire the random session key, and
transmitting the random session key to the user device
to thereby complete an authentication of the user.
[0017] In accordance with still yet another aspect of
the present invention, there is provided a system for au-
thenticating a public certificate based on a blockchain,
including: an information security device including its de-
cryption engine and its memory having a private key for
the public certificate; a user device requesting an authen-
tication of the public certificate based on the blockchain;
an authentication-requesting server, which includes its
random number generator and its encryption engine, ac-
quiring user identification information on a user from an
identification information DB, acquiring user-identifying
hash information for comparison by hashing the user
identification information, and transmitting the acquired
user-identifying hash information for comparison and the
user identification information, in response to a request
for the authentication from the user device; a certificate-
managing server receiving the user-identifying hash in-
formation for comparison and the user identification in-
formation from the authentication-requesting server, and
transmitting a transaction ID for user verification and a
transaction ID for storing a public key for the public cer-
tificate, which are retrieved from a keyword DB by refer-
ring to the user identification information, to thereby re-
quest a download of transaction information for storing
the public key and transaction information for user veri-
fication; and blockchain nodes (i) authorizing a crypto-
currency payment by verifying transmitted transaction in-
formation on the cryptocurrency payment, (ii) storing in
the blockchain (ii-1) the transaction information on the
cryptocurrency payment, (ii-2) the transaction informa-
tion for storing the public key, which includes the public
key, and (ii-3) transaction information for user verification
which contains user-verifying hash information, and (iii)
transmitting to the certificate-managing server the trans-
action information for storing the public key and the trans-
action information for user verification retrieved from the
blockchain by respectively referring to the transaction ID
for storing the public key and the transaction ID for user
verification received from the certificate-managing serv-
er; wherein the certificate-managing server acquires the
public key and user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication from the transaction information for storing
the public key and the transaction information for user
verification transmitted from the blockchain nodes, ac-
quires user-verifying hash information for comparison by
hashing the transmitted user-identifying hash information
for comparison and a transaction ID for storing the public
key in the keyword DB, and transmits to the authentica-
tion-requesting server the acquired public key and the
user identification information if a hash value of the ac-
quired user-verifying hash information for authentication
corresponds to a hash value of the user-verifying hash
information for comparison, wherein the authentication-
requesting server, if the public key and the user identifi-
cation information are received, confirms a protocol for
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Internet communications by the user device, and if the
protocol is HTTP, instructs its random number generator
to generate a random session key, instructs its encryption
engine to acquire an encrypted random session key by
encrypting the random session key using the public key
included in the validity-confirming signal, and relays the
encrypted random session key to the information security
device by way of the user device, and wherein the infor-
mation security device instructs its decryption engine to
acquire the random session key by decrypting the en-
crypted random session key using the private key in its
memory and transmits the random session key to the
user device, to thereby complete the authentication of
the user.
[0018] In accordance with still yet another aspect of
the present invention, there is provided a method for is-
suing a public certificate based on a blockchain, includ-
ing: a step S600 of a user device transmitting an authen-
tication request for the public certificate based on the
blockchain by connecting to an authentication-request-
ing server; a step S610 of the authentication-requesting
server acquiring user identification information on a user
who operates the user device from an identification in-
formation DB, in response to the authentication request,
instructing its hashing engine to hash the acquired user
identification information to acquire user-identifying hash
information for comparison, and transmitting the ac-
quired user-identifying hash information for comparison
and the user identification information to a certificate-
managing server; a step S620 of the certificate-managing
server receiving the user identification information, trans-
mitting to blockchain nodes a transaction ID for storing
a public key for the public certificate and a transaction ID
for user verification retrieved from a keyword DB by re-
ferring to the received user identification information, to
thereby request a download of transaction information
for storing the public key and transaction information for
user verification; a step S630 of the blockchain nodes
transmitting to the certificate-managing server the trans-
action information for storing the public key and the trans-
action information for user verification retrieved there-
from, by referring to the transmitted transaction ID for
storing the public key and the transmitted transaction ID
for user verification; a step S670 of the certificate-man-
aging server instructing its transaction-processing en-
gine to acquire the public key and user-verifying hash
information for authentication respectively from the trans-
action information for storing the public key and the trans-
action information for user verification; a step S680 of
the certificate-managing server instructing its hashing
engine to hash the transmitted user-identifying hash in-
formation for comparison and the transaction ID for stor-
ing the public key to thereby acquire user-verifying hash
information for comparison, wherein the transaction ID
for storing the public key is stored in the keyword DB; a
step S690 of the hashing engine of the certificate-man-
aging server acquiring a hash value of the acquired user-
verifying hash information for authentication and a hash

value of the user-verifying hash information for compar-
ison, and confirming whether the hash value of the ac-
quired user-verifying hash information for authentication
corresponds to the hash value of the user-verifying hash
information for comparison; a step S700 of the certificate-
managing server, if the hash value of the acquired user-
verifying hash information for authentication corresponds
to the hash value of the user-verifying hash information
for comparison, transmitting to the authentication-re-
questing server the acquired public key and the user iden-
tification information; a step S710 of the authentication-
requesting server, if the public key and the user identifi-
cation information are received, confirming whether a
protocol used for Internet communications between the
user device and the authentication-requesting server is
HTTP or HTTPS; a step S720 of the authentication-re-
questing server, if the protocol is determined as HTTP,
instructing its random number generator to acquire a ran-
dom session key; a step S730 of the authentication-re-
questing server instructing its encryption engine to en-
crypt the random session key by using the public key
included in the validity-confirming signal, to thereby ac-
quire and transmit an encrypted random session key to
the user device; a step S740 of the user device relaying
the encrypted random session key to an information se-
curity device; and a step S750 of the information security
device instructing its decryption engine to decrypt the
encrypted random session key by using a private key for
the public certificate stored in a memory, to acquire the
random session key, and transmitting the random ses-
sion key to the user device to thereby complete authen-
tication of the user.
[0019] The above and other objects and features of
the present invention will become apparent from the fol-
lowing description of preferred embodiments given in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:
The following drawings to be used to explain example
embodiments of the present invention are only part of
example embodiments of the present invention and other
drawings can be obtained based on the drawings by
those skilled in the art of the present invention without
inventive work.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a system for
issuing a public certificate based on a blockchain in
accordance with the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a detailed con-
figuration of an information security device of the sys-
tem for issuing the public certificate based on the
blockchain in accordance with the present invention.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a detailed con-
figuration of an issuance-requesting server of the
system for issuing the public certificate based on the
blockchain in accordance with the present invention.
Fig. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a detailed con-
figuration of a certificate-managing server of the sys-
tem for issuing the public certificate based on the
blockchain in accordance with the present invention.
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Figs. 5A to 5D are drawings schematically illustrating
data structures of various transaction information in-
cluding input data and output data.
Fig. 6 is a sequence diagram illustrating a process
of the issuance of the public certificate by using the
system for issuing the public certificate based on the
blockchain in accordance with the present invention.
Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a system for
authenticating the public certificate based on the
blockchain in accordance with the present invention.
Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a detailed con-
figuration of an authentication-requesting server of
the system for authenticating the public certificate
based on the blockchain in accordance with the
present invention.
Figs. 9 to 12 are sequence diagrams illustrating a
process of the authentication of the public certificate
by using the system for authenticating the public cer-
tificate based on the blockchain in accordance with
the present invention.
Figs. 13 to 16 are sequence diagrams illustrating a
method for authenticating the public certificate
based on the blockchain in accordance with another
example of the present invention.

[0020] Detailed explanation on the present invention
to be made below refer to attached drawings and dia-
grams illustrated as specific embodiment examples un-
der which the present invention may be implemented to
make clear of purposes, technical solutions, and advan-
tages of the present invention. These embodiments are
described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the invention.
[0021] Besides, in the detailed description and claims
of the present invention, a term "include" and its varia-
tions are not intended to exclude other technical features,
additions, components or steps. Other objects, benefits
and features of the present invention will be revealed to
one skilled in the art, partially from the specification and
partially from the implementation of the present invention.
The following examples and drawings will be provided
as examples but they are not intended to limit the present
invention.
[0022] Moreover, the present invention covers all pos-
sible combinations of example embodiments indicated
in this specification. It is to be understood that the various
embodiments of the present invention, although different,
are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, a
particular feature, structure, or characteristic described
herein in connection with one embodiment may be im-
plemented within other embodiments without departing
from the spirit and scope of the present invention. In ad-
dition, it is to be understood that the position or arrange-
ment of individual elements within each disclosed em-
bodiment may be modified without departing from the
spirit and scope of the present invention. The following
detailed description is, therefore, not to be taken in a
limiting sense, and the scope of the present invention is

defined only by the appended claims, appropriately in-
terpreted, along with the full range of equivalents to which
the claims are entitled. In the drawings, like numerals
refer to the same or similar functionality throughout the
several views.
[0023] Unless otherwise noted in this specification or
clearly contradicted in the context, an item indicated in
the singular includes those in the plural, unless otherwise
required in the context. These embodiments will be de-
scribed in sufficient detail by referring to attached draw-
ings regarding the embodiments of the present invention
to enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention.
[0024] A term "user identification information" in the
present invention may mean specific user identification
information, which is user identification information on a
specific user.
[0025] A term "public key" in the present invention
means a public key used for a public certificate, unless
otherwise noted.
[0026] The present invention includes part for an issu-
ance and part for an authentication of the public certificate
based on a blockchain.
[0027] Herein, Figs. 1 to 6 illustrate a method and a
system for issuing the public certificate based on the
blockchain, which is the part for the issuance.
[0028] As illustrated, the system for issuing the public
certificate based on the blockchain in accordance with
the present invention may include an information security
device 100, a user device 200, an issuance-requesting
server 300, a certificate-managing server 400, and block-
chain nodes 500.
[0029] First, the information security device 100 may
be a device whose internals cannot be accessed physi-
cally and on which any programs cannot further be in-
stalled, and because the device generates a private key
for the public certificate inside itself by using its random
number generator 110, transmits the private key in a
memory 120, as is, to a user, and generates the public
key in the information security device 100, the device
may prevent leakage of the private key.
[0030] The detailed configuration of the information se-
curity device 100 may include its random number gen-
erator 110 and its memory 120 where the private key
generated from the random number generator 110 is
stored, an encryption engine 130 which generates the
public key based on the private key stored in the memory
120 in response to a transmission request for the public
key, and a controlling part 150 which controls the random
number generator 110, the memory 120, and the encryp-
tion engine 130.
[0031] As aforementioned, the information security de-
vice 100, as such, may be a highly secure device with
least hacking risk because the private key is generated
and stored as soon as the information security device is
manufactured, and provided to the user with the private
key in it, where Physical Unclonable Function, i.e., PUF,
technology or Tamper Resistance Hardware technology
may be used.
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[0032] The user device 200 may be used by the user
who receives the information security device 100, and
may transmit the public key sent from the information
security device 100 and personal information for the is-
suance of the public certificate based on the blockchain
to the issuance-requesting server, to be described later,
where the personal information includes the user identi-
fication information required for the issuance.
[0033] Herein, the personal information may include a
name of the user, a birth date of the user, a phone number
of the user, and an e-mail address of the user.
[0034] The user device 200 as such may include var-
ious devices as personal computers or smart phones,
and connection between the user device 200 and the
information security device 100 may be performed by
using wired or wireless communications like Bluetooth
Low Energy, i.e., BLE, Near Field Communication, i.e.,
NFC, and Universal Serial Bus.
[0035] Also, the user device 200 may recognize infor-
mation on the user by confirming whether the user who
operates the user device 200 has registered the user
identification information in the issuance-requesting
server 300, to be described later, of the public certificate
based on the blockchain, before transmission of the per-
sonal information to the issuance-requesting server 300.
[0036] For this purpose, the issuance-requesting serv-
er 300 may include a DB part 310, and the DB part 310
may store the user identification information on the user
who operates 200 and may include an identification in-
formation DB 311 where the user identification informa-
tion corresponding to the personal information is stored.
[0037] The user device 200 may transmit the personal
information to the issuance-requesting server 300 to
thereby request the issuance. If information correspond-
ing to the personal information is determined as present
in the identification information DB 311, the issuance-
requesting server 300 may generate and transmit a trans-
mission-requesting signal for the public key to the user
device 200. The user device 200 may transmit the trans-
mission-requesting signal to the information security de-
vice 100. If the transmission-requesting signal is re-
ceived, the information security device 100 may instruct
the encryption engine 130 to generate the public key
based on the private key stored in the memory 120, and
transmit the public key to the user device 200, and the
user device 200 may transmit the public key to the issu-
ance-requesting server 300.
[0038] By these operations, generation of the private
key and the public key is performed within the information
security device 100 whose internals cannot be accessed
physically and on which programs cannot be further in-
stalled, thus the leakage of the private key may be pre-
vented.
[0039] The issuance-requesting server 300 may re-
ceive the personal information and the public key from
the user device 200, hash the personal information to
thereby acquire user-identifying hash information for au-
thentication. Then, the issuance-requesting server 300

may acquire the user-identifying hash information for au-
thentication, the public key, and the user identification
information corresponding to the user among all pieces
of user identification information included in all pieces of
personal information, to thereby create and transmit a
transaction-requesting signal to a certificate-managing
server 400 which manages the public certificate based
on the blockchain, to be described later. Herein, the user
identification information may utilize the phone number
of the user, especially a mobile phone number.
[0040] For this purpose, the issuance-requesting serv-
er 300 may include its hashing engine 320.
[0041] As such, the hashing engine 320 of the issu-
ance-requesting server 300 may hash the personal in-
formation to thereby acquire user-identifying hash infor-
mation for authentication.
[0042] The issuance-requesting server 300 with such
functions may be operated by a bank.
[0043] The certificate-managing server 400 may (I) (i)
generate (i-1) transaction information for storing the pub-
lic key and (i-2) a transaction ID for storing the public key
to be used as a key value for searching the transaction
information for storing the public key, where the transac-
tion information may include the public key in the trans-
action-requesting signal from the issuance-requesting
server 300, (ii) transmit the transaction information for
storing the public key, and store and manage the trans-
action ID for storing the public key, (II) (i) hash the user-
identifying hash information for authentication in the
transaction-requesting signal and the transaction ID for
storing the public key to acquire user-verifying hash in-
formation for authentication, (ii) generate (ii-1) transac-
tion information for user verification including the user-
verifying hash information for authentication and (ii-2) a
transaction ID for user verification to be used as a key
value for searching the transaction information for user
verification, (iii) transmit the transaction information for
user verification, and store and manage the transaction
ID for user verification, and (III) store and manage the
user identification information in the transaction-request-
ing signal.
[0044] To perform such functions, the certificate-man-
aging server 400 may include a DB part 410 having a
keyword DB 411 for searching transaction by user, a
transaction-processing engine 420, and a hashing en-
gine 430.
[0045] First, the transaction-processing engine 420
may (i) store the user identification information in the key-
word DB 411 for searching transaction by user, and (ii)
create (ii-1) transaction information for storing the public
key, where the transaction information includes the public
key and (ii-2) a transaction ID for storing the public key
to be used as a key value for searching the transaction
information for storing the public key.
[0046] Then, the hashing engine 430 may hash the
transaction ID for storing the public key and the user-
identifying hash information for authentication in the
transaction-requesting signal, to thereby acquire user-
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verifying hash information for authentication.
[0047] Also, the transaction-processing engine 420
may (i) transmit the transaction information for storing
the public key to blockchain nodes 500, (ii) store the
transaction ID for storing the public key in the keyword
DB 411, (iii) create (iii-1) transaction information for user
verification including the user-verifying hash information
for authentication and (iii-2) a transaction ID for user ver-
ification to be used as a key value for searching the trans-
action information for user verification, (iv) transmit the
transaction information for user verification to the block-
chain nodes 500, and (v) store and manage the transac-
tion ID for user verification in the keyword DB 411.
[0048] The certificate-managing server 400 with such
functions may be a server of a company whose service
requires the public certificate, like a server of the bank
or a securities firm, a server of a government institution,
or a server of an on-line Internet shopping mall.
[0049] Meanwhile, the transaction information for
cryptocurrency payment stored in the blockchain nodes
500 may include, by referring to Fig. 5A, (i) a transaction
ID of previous cryptocurrency payment, to be used for
locating cryptocurrency to be spent which is part of
cryptocurrency amount owned by a sender, using trans-
action information for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment, (ii) permission information on whether the sender
is authorized to use the cryptocurrency, (iii) a public key
for the cryptocurrency payment required for validating
the permission information, (iv) OP_DUP information
which represents that the transaction information is not
a monetary transaction related to the cryptocurrency pay-
ment but a meta-transaction for recording information,
and (v) data including amount of cryptocurrency to be
sent, and (vi) receiver identification information for iden-
tifying a receiver.
[0050] Herein, the transaction ID of the previous
cryptocurrency payment may be information used as a
key value for searching the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment transactions. The permission information on the
sender may be electronic signature information of the
sender, and the sender may be a user who sent the
cryptocurrency in the transaction information for previous
cryptocurrency payment.
[0051] Further, the transaction information for the
cryptocurrency payment may include a data structure of
input data ID and output data OD, where the input data
ID may contain the transaction ID of the previous crypto-
currency payment, the permission information, and the
public key for cryptocurrency payment, and the output
data OD may contain the OP_DUP information, the
amount of cryptocurrency, and the receiver identification
information.
[0052] By referring to Fig. 5B, the transaction informa-
tion for storing the public key may include (i) a transaction
ID of the previous cryptocurrency payment, to be used
for locating cryptocurrency to be spent which is part of
cryptocurrency amount owned by the sender, using the
transaction information for the previous cryptocurrency

payment, (ii) permission information on whether the
sender is authorized to use the cryptocurrency, (iii) a pub-
lic key for cryptocurrency payment required for validating
the permission information, (iv) registration fee informa-
tion on amount of fees required for registration of the
public key for the public certificate needed for the issu-
ance, (v) OP_RETURN information which represents
that the transaction information for storing the public key
for the public certificate is not a monetary transaction
related to a cryptocurrency payment but a meta-transac-
tion for recording information, and (vi) the public key for
the public certificate.
[0053] Herein, the transaction information for storing
the public key may include a data structure of input data
ID1 and output data OD1, where the input data ID1 may
contain the transaction ID for the previous cryptocurrency
payment, the permission information, the public key for
cryptocurrency payment, and registration fee information
of the public key for the public certificate, and the output
data OD1 may contain the OP_RETURN information,
and the public key for the public certificate.
[0054] Herein, the registration fee information of the
public key for the public certificate may be a cost paid to
a miner related to registration of the transaction informa-
tion for storing the public key in the blockchain of the
blockchain nodes 500, which costs about 0.0001 bitcoin.
Also, registration fee information on a fee amount re-
quired for registration of the user-verifying hash informa-
tion for authentication may be a cost paid to a miner re-
lated to registration of the transaction information for user
verification in the blockchain of the blockchain nodes 500.
[0055] As of July 2015, 0.0001 bitcoin amounts to
about mere 4 cents, and the total cost for issuing the
public certificate based on the cryptocurrency amounts
to less than 10 cents.
[0056] Further, by referring to Fig. 5C, the transaction
information for user verification may include (i) a trans-
action ID of previous cryptocurrency payment, to be used
for locating cryptocurrency to be spent which is part of
cryptocurrency amount owned by the sender, using the
transaction information for the previous cryptocurrency
payment, (ii) permission information on whether the
sender is authorized to use the cryptocurrency, (iii) a pub-
lic key for the cryptocurrency payment required for vali-
dating the permission information, (iv) registration fee in-
formation on a fee amount required for registration of the
user-verifying hash information for authentication need-
ed for the issuance, (v) cost deposit information on a fee
amount to be used to revoke the public certificate, (vi)
OP_RETURN information which represents that the
transaction information for user verification is not a mon-
etary transaction related to a cryptocurrency payment
but a meta-transaction for recording information, (vii) rev-
ocation-confirming information which contains transfer
information including (iii-1) amount of a cost deposit and
(iii-2) a reserve cryptocurrency address for transfer of the
cost deposit corresponding to the cost deposit informa-
tion to a designated cryptocurrency address, if the trans-
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action information for user verification is stored in the
blockchain of the blockchain nodes 500, and (viii) the
user-verifying hash information for authentication.
[0057] By this, the blockchain nodes 500 may store the
transaction information for user verification, and may
store information representing that the cost deposit is
transferred to the designated cryptocurrency address by
referring to the revocation-confirming information, pro-
viding data for confirming whether the public certificate
is revoked.
[0058] Also, the transaction information for user verifi-
cation may include a data structure of input data ID2 and
output data OD2, where the input data ID2 may contain
the transaction ID for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment, the permission information of the sender, the public
key for cryptocurrency payment, cost deposit information
on the revocation of the public certificate, and registration
fee information on a fee amount required for registration
of the user-verifying hash information for authentication,
and the output data OD2 may contain the OP_RETURN
information, the revocation-confirming information, and
the user-verifying hash information for authentication.
[0059] The blockchain nodes 500 are devices compos-
ing a cryptocurrency network that performs cryptocurren-
cy transactions by verifying and recording the transac-
tions.
[0060] Herein, the bitcoin is briefly explained. Bitcoin
is a digital currency capable of payment in kind made by
Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009, and has a decentralized
structure which does not have a central device that issues
and manages the currency. Rather, the transactions of
bitcoin are processed by a distributed database based
on a peer-to-peer, i.e., P2P, network and public key en-
cryption.
[0061] Having a payment method as such, the bitcoin
has advantages that payment is possible without using
information required for credit card transactions such as
card numbers, expiration dates, and CCV numbers and
that fees are inexpensive. Further, bitcoin is stored in a
digital wallet which is an electronic file, and a unique ad-
dress, i.e., a public address, is allocated to this digital
wallet, and the bitcoin transactions are processed based
on the address.
[0062] In order to use bitcoin with such transactional
characteristics, first of all, a bitcoin user may sign in to a
bitcoin exchange, e.g., www.coinplug.com, and make a
digital wallet then load it with KRW, i.e., Korean Won.
[0063] Thereafter, after confirming a current exchange
rate of bitcoin at the exchange, the bitcoin user may place
a buying order including an amount and a unit price of
bitcoin. If a selling order matching the buying order exists,
then a transaction occurs and the bitcoin user may pay
with bitcoin for a product.
[0064] The blockchain nodes 500 may, as aforemen-
tioned, include one or more servers operated by the bit-
coin exchange.
[0065] For this purpose, the respective blockchain
nodes 500 may include digital wallets having the block-

chain, and if transaction information created according
to a typical bitcoin payment by the digital wallets is trans-
mitted to the blockchain, this transaction information may
be verified to authorize the bitcoin payment, and then the
transaction information may be recorded and broadcast
to the blockchain nodes 500 as designated.
[0066] That is, the broadcast of the transaction infor-
mation for bitcoin payment is defined by a protocol, and
if the transaction information for bitcoin payment occurs,
one node broadcasts initial transaction information for
bitcoin payment to eight designated nodes, then each of
the eight designated nodes that received the information
broadcasts again to another eight designated nodes in
a pyramidic fashion, and the broadcast is completed
when the information is transmitted to all of the blockchain
nodes 500 which have the digital wallets containing the
blockchain required for bitcoin payment.
[0067] Therefore, any transaction information includ-
ing the transaction information for storing the public key
and the transaction information for user verification afore-
mentioned as well as the transaction information for bit-
coin payment cannot be tampered with.
[0068] Meanwhile, such the blockchain nodes 500 may
include the digital wallets having the blockchain, and may
include a server or a terminal operated by a bitcoin miner,
or a user’s terminal for bitcoin payment, e.g., a PC or a
smart phone.
[0069] In case of the bitcoin payment, the payment is
based on the digital wallet containing the blockchain, and
payment methods based on the digital wallet containing
the blockchain may also include Litecoin, DarkCoin,
Namecoin, Dogecoin, and Ripple, and these may be
used instead of bitcoin when verifying authenticity of the
certificate of financial institutions in accordance with the
present invention.
[0070] Further, the blockchain of the blockchain nodes
500 may include private information as well as the trans-
action information for bitcoin payment. That is, the trans-
action information for user verification, and the transac-
tion information for storing the public key including the
user-verifying hash information and the public key re-
quired when authenticating the public certificate based
on the blockchain may also be stored.
[0071] That is, if the transaction information for bitcoin
payment in which OP_RETURN, i.e., Operation Code
[RETURN], information is enclosed is transmitted, then
each digital wallet in the respective blockchain nodes 500
broadcasts the transaction information as private infor-
mation, not as information representing a bitcoin pay-
ment, and an inclusion of the OP_RETURN information
into the transaction information for verification plays a
major role in determining authenticity of digital contents.
[0072] Herein, if the digital wallet of the blockchain
nodes 500 detects an OP_RETURN information in the
transaction information for bitcoin payment when author-
izing the bitcoin payment, the digital wallet may send a
notification that the information with the OP_RETURN in
it is used to represent an arbitrary 40 byte long data, not
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transaction information.
[0073] A process of the issuance of the public certifi-
cate based on the blockchain by using the system for
issuing the public certificate based on the blockchain in
accordance with the present invention is described as
follows.
[0074] First, the user may visit a bank which operates
the issuance-requesting server 300 and may provide the
user identification information like the name of the user,
the birth date of the user, the phone number, and the
email address, then the bank may instruct the issuance-
requesting server 300 to store the provided user identi-
fication information in the identification information DB
311.
[0075] Thereafter, the bank which operates the issu-
ance-requesting server 300 may hand to the user the
information security device 100 whose memory 120
stores the private key randomly generated from the ran-
dom number generator 110. Herein, the user, as well as
the bank which operates the issuance-requesting server
300, may purchase the information security device 100.
[0076] Thereafter, on condition that the acquired infor-
mation security device 100 is connected to the user de-
vice 200 at a step of S100, the user may run a mobile
app or a dedicated program, which guides the user in
issuing the public certificate based on the cryptocurrency,
installed on the user device 200 to connect to the issu-
ance-requesting server 300, and then transmit the per-
sonal information for the issuance of the public certificate
based on the blockchain, where the personal information
includes the user identification information required for
the issuance, to the issuance-requesting server 300 to
thereby request the issuance, at a step of S110.
[0077] Thereafter, on condition that the transmitted
personal information is matched against the identification
information DB 311 and the user is recognized by the
matching, the issuance-requesting server 300 may cre-
ate and transmit a guiding signal, which requests sending
of the public key, to the user device 200, at a step of S120.
[0078] Thereafter, the user device 200 may relay the
transmitted guiding signal to the information security de-
vice 100, at a step of S130.
[0079] Thereafter, if the guiding signal is relayed, the
information security device 100 may instruct the encryp-
tion engine 130 to create the public key based on the
private key stored in the memory 120, and transmit the
public key to the user device 200, at a step of S140.
[0080] The user device 200 may relay the public key
to the issuance-requesting server 300, at a step of S150.
[0081] If the public key is received, the issuance-re-
questing server 300 may instruct its hashing engine 320
to hash the personal information and acquire the user-
identifying hash information for authentication. Then, the
issuance-requesting server 300 may acquire the user-
identifying hash information for authentication, the public
key, and the user identification information correspond-
ing to the user among all the pieces of user identification
information included in all the pieces of personal infor-

mation, to thereby create and transmit a transaction-re-
questing signal to the certificate-managing server 400,
at a step of S160.
[0082] Also, the certificate-managing server 400 may
(i) instruct its transaction-processing engine 420 to store
the user identification information, which is included in
the transaction-requesting signal, in the keyword DB 411
for searching transaction by user, and (ii) create (ii-1) the
transaction information for storing the public key, which
includes the public key and (ii-2) the transaction ID for
storing the public key to be used as a key value for search-
ing the transaction information for storing the public key,
at a step of S170.
[0083] Thereafter, the certificate-managing server 400
may instruct its hashing engine 430 to hash the transac-
tion ID for storing the public key and the user-identifying
hash information for authentication in the transaction-re-
questing signal, to thereby acquire user-verifying hash
information for authentication, at a step of S180.
[0084] Also, the certificate-managing server 400 may
instruct its transaction-processing engine 420 to (i) trans-
mit the transaction information for storing the public key
to the blockchain nodes 500, (ii) store the transaction ID
for storing the public key in the keyword DB 411, (iii)
create (iii-1) transaction information for user verification
including the user-verifying hash information for authen-
tication and (iii-2) a transaction ID for user verification to
be used as a key value for searching the transaction in-
formation for user verification, (iv) transmit the transac-
tion information for user verification to the blockchain
nodes 500, and (v) store and manage the transaction ID
for user verification in the keyword DB 411, at a step of
S190.
[0085] The blockchain nodes 500 may store the trans-
action information for storing the public key and the trans-
action information for user verification in the blockchain
to thereby complete the issuance, at a step of S200.
[0086] Then, if the issuance is completed at the step
of S200, the certificate-managing server 400 may notify
the user device 200 of the completion of the issuance,
at a step of S210.
[0087] Figs. 9 to 12 illustrate a method and a system
for verifying the public certificate based on the block-
chain, which is the part for the verification. Before ex-
plaining the drawings, part described in the part for the
issuance will be omitted as much as possible, and the
elements not described in the part for the issuance will
be described in this example embodiment of the part for
the verification.
[0088] As illustrated, the system for verifying the public
certificate based on the blockchain in accordance with
the present invention may include the information secu-
rity device 100, the user device 200, an authentication-
requesting server 600, the certificate-managing server
400, and the blockchain nodes 500.
[0089] First, the information security device 100, as
aforementioned, may be a device whose internals cannot
be accessed physically and on which programs cannot
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be further installed, and because the device generates
a private key for the public certificate inside itself by using
its random number generator 110, transmits the private
key to a user in the memory 120, and generates the public
key in the information security device 100, the device
may prevent the leakage of the private key and provide
secure authentication of the public certificate without pos-
sibility of being compromised.
[0090] For this purpose, the information security de-
vice 100 may further include its decryption engine 160
and its hashing engine 140 for performing the authenti-
cation of the public certificate.
[0091] The user device 200 may be a device that re-
quests the authentication of the public certificate based
on the blockchain.
[0092] The authentication-requesting server 600 may
include its random number generator 630 and its encryp-
tion engine 640, and may relay a request for the authen-
tication by transmitting the user identification information
on the user who operates the user device 200, in re-
sponse to the request for the authentication from the user
device 200.
[0093] For this purpose, the authentication-requesting
server 600 may include a DB part 610 which stores the
user identification information on the user who operates
the user device 200, and has an identification information
DB 611 which stores all the pieces of user identification
information related to the issuance of the public certifi-
cate.
[0094] Based on this, the authentication-requesting
server 600 may acquire the user identification information
on the user who operates the user device 200 from the
identification information DB 611, in response to the au-
thentication request from the user device 200, and may
transmit the user identification information to the certifi-
cate-managing server 400.
[0095] The certificate-managing server 400 may re-
quest a download of the transaction information for stor-
ing the public key and the transaction information for user
verification, by transmitting the transaction ID for user
verification and the transaction ID for storing the public
key corresponding to the user identification information
received from the authentication-requesting server 600.
[0096] For this purpose, the certificate-managing serv-
er 400 may include its DB part 410 having the keyword
DB 411 which stores (i) the user identification information
corresponding to the personal information for the issu-
ance of the public certificate where the personal informa-
tion has the user identification information used at a time
of the issuance, (ii) the transaction ID for storing the public
key to be used as a key value for searching the transac-
tion information for storing the public key, and (iii) the
transaction ID for user verification to be used as a key
value for searching the transaction information for user
verification.
[0097] Herein, the transaction information for user ver-
ification may further include transfer information having
amount of a cost deposit and a reserve cryptocurrency

address for transfer of the cost deposit corresponding to
cost deposit information to a designated cryptocurrency
address, if the cost deposit information on a revocation
of the public certificate and the transaction information
for user verification are stored in the blockchain of the
blockchain nodes 500.
[0098] By this process, the certificate-managing server
400 may instruct its transaction-processing engine 420
to acquire the reserve cryptocurrency address for revo-
cation of the public certificate from the transfer informa-
tion on the cost deposit included in the transaction infor-
mation for user verification, may create a revocation-con-
firming signal which requests information on whether the
cost deposit corresponding to amount of cryptocurrency
loaded at the acquired reserve cryptocurrency address
is transferred, and may transmit the revocation-confirm-
ing signal to the blockchain nodes 500. Herein, the rev-
ocation-confirming signal may be transmitted to plurality
of the blockchain nodes 500 or to a pre-designated one
of the blockchain nodes 500 .
[0099] The blockchain nodes 500 may transmit to the
certificate-managing server 400 a notifying signal for rev-
ocation which informs whether the cost deposit loaded
at the reserve cryptocurrency address is transferred,
where the cost deposit is retrieved from the blockchain
by referring to the reserve cryptocurrency address includ-
ed in the revocation-confirming signal.
[0100] The transaction-processing engine 420 of the
certificate-managing server 400 may confirm whether the
cost deposit is transferred by referring to the notifying
signal, and if the cost deposit is determined as trans-
ferred, then may transmit a message representing a re-
fusal of the authentication of the public certificate to the
user device 200 .
[0101] Then, the certificate-managing server 400 may
retrieve the transaction ID for storing the public key and
the transaction ID for user verification from the keyword
DB 411 by referring to the user identification information,
and may instruct its transaction-processing engine 420
to acquire the public key and the user-verifying hash in-
formation for authentication from the transaction infor-
mation for storing the public key and the transaction in-
formation for user verification.
[0102] The blockchain nodes 500 may (i) authorize a
cryptocurrency payment by verifying transmitted trans-
action information on cryptocurrency payment, (ii) store
in the blockchain (ii-1) the transaction information on
cryptocurrency payment, (ii-2) the transaction informa-
tion for storing the public key, where the transaction in-
formation includes the public key, and (ii-3) the transac-
tion information for user verification including the user-
verifying hash information for authentication, and (iii)
transmit to the certificate-managing server 400 the trans-
action information for storing the public key and the trans-
action information for user verification retrieved from the
blockchain by respectively referring to the transaction ID
for storing the public key and the transaction ID for user
verification received from the certificate-managing server
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400.
[0103] Especially, one of the major characteristics of
the present invention is that the certificate-managing
server 400 may acquire the public key and the user-ver-
ifying hash information for authentication from the trans-
action information for storing the public key and the trans-
action information for user verification transmitted from
the blockchain nodes 500, and may transmit to the au-
thentication-requesting server 600 a validity-confirming
signal including the acquired public key, the acquired us-
er-verifying hash information for authentication, and the
transaction ID for storing the public key.
[0104] Then, the authentication-requesting server 600
may retrieve the user identification information from the
identification information DB 611, acquire user-identify-
ing hash information for comparison by hashing the re-
trieved user identification information, and acquire user-
verifying hash information for comparison calculated by
hashing the acquired user-identifying hash information
for comparison and the transaction ID for storing the pub-
lic key included in the validity-confirming signal transmit-
ted from the certificate-managing server 400, and if a
hash value of the user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication included in the validity-confirming signal re-
ceived from the certificate-managing server 400 corre-
sponds to a hash value of the user-verifying hash infor-
mation for comparison after acquiring the hash value of
the user-verifying hash information for authentication and
the hash value of the user-verifying hash information,
then may confirm a protocol used for Internet communi-
cations between the user devices 200.
[0105] Herein, the protocol is used for transfer of hy-
pertext documents between a web server and an Internet
browser of a user on the Internet, and includes HTTP
(Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and HTTPS (Hypertext
Transfer Protocol over Secure Socket Layer) whose dif-
ference is whether the documents being transferred are
encrypted. That is, the documents are transmitted as
plain text in HTTP, and as encrypted text in HTTPS.
[0106] Thus, the usage environment of HTTP is vul-
nerable to hacking because documents are transferred
in plain text.
[0107] To resolve the risk of hacking and to authenti-
cate the user as a legitimate user of the public certificate,
the certificate-managing server 400 may instruct the ran-
dom number generator 630 to generate a random ses-
sion key if the protocol between the user device 200 is
determined as HTTP, may instruct an encryption engine
640 to acquire an encrypted random session key by en-
crypting the random session key using the public key
included in the validity-confirming signal, and may relay
the encrypted random session key to the information se-
curity device 100 by way of the user device 200.
[0108] The information security device 100 may in-
struct its decryption engine 160 to decrypt the encrypted
random session key by using the private key for the public
certificate stored in the memory 120, to acquire the ran-
dom session key, and may transmit the random session

key to the user device 200 to thereby perform the au-
thentication of the user as the legitimate user. That is, if
the information security device 100 of the user does not
have the private key, the decryption cannot be performed
and thus the user cannot be verified as the legitimate
user.
[0109] In addition, even in the usage environment of
HTTP, because the documents are transmitted over a
secure communication line between the user device 200
and the authentication-requesting server 600 using en-
cryption based on the random session key provided by
the information security device 100, the leakage of the
private key is prevented, even after the user authentica-
tion, and the secure authentication based on the block-
chain is performed. For this purpose, the user device 200
may include its encryption engine and its decryption en-
gine.
[0110] On the other hand, if the protocol is determined
as HTTPS, the documents transferred over the commu-
nication line between the user device 200 and the au-
thentication-requesting server 600 are already encrypt-
ed, therefore only thing required is the user authentica-
tion.
[0111] For this purpose, if the protocol between the
user devices 200 is determined as HTTPS, the certifi-
cate-managing server 400 may instruct the random
number generator 630 to acquire random numbers and
relay the random numbers to the information security de-
vice 100 by way of the user device 200 .
[0112] The information security device 100 may in-
struct its hashing engine 140 to acquire random number
hash information for authentication by hashing the ran-
dom numbers, instruct its encryption engine 130 to ac-
quire encrypted random number hash information for au-
thentication by encrypting the random number hash in-
formation for authentication using the private key stored
in the memory 120, and relay the encrypted random
number hash information for authentication to the au-
thentication-requesting server 600 by way of the user
device 200.
[0113] The authentication-requesting server 600 may
instruct its hashing engine 620 to hash the random num-
bers, which have been transmitted to the information se-
curity device 100, to acquire random number hash infor-
mation for comparison, may instruct its decryption engine
650 to decrypt the encrypted random number hash infor-
mation for authentication by using the public key to ac-
quire the random number hash information for authenti-
cation, and may confirm if a hash value of the random
number hash information for authentication corresponds
to a hash value of the random number hash information
for comparison to thereby perform the authentication of
the user.
[0114] Meanwhile, the user or the certificate-managing
server 400 which corresponds to the sender may revoke
the public certificate.
[0115] For this purpose, if a revoking signal which re-
quests revocation of the public certificate is generated,
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the certificate-managing server 400 may instruct its
transaction-processing engine 420 to retrieve the trans-
action ID for user verification from the keyword DB 411,
to thereby transmit the transaction ID for user verification
to the blockchain nodes 500.
[0116] The blockchain nodes 500 may transmit to the
certificate-managing server 400 the transaction informa-
tion for user verification retrieved therefrom by referring
to the transmitted transaction ID for user verification.
[0117] If the transaction information for user verifica-
tion is received, the certificate-managing server 400 may
instruct its transaction-processing engine 420 to gener-
ate transaction information for revocation and to transmit
the transaction information for revocation to the block-
chain nodes 500, where the transaction information for
revocation includes input data ID3 and output data OD3,
where the ID3 may have (i) transfer-guiding information
which guides a transfer of the deposit cost loaded at the
reserve cryptocurrency address by referring to the OD2,
(ii) multiple permission information for cryptocurrency
containing permission for the sender or user to use the
deposit cost loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency ad-
dress, and (iii) a public key for cryptocurrency payment
required for determining validity of the multiple permis-
sion information for cryptocurrency, and the OD3 may
have (i) a receiving cryptocurrency address of a receiver
where the deposit cost loaded at the reserve cryptocur-
rency address is to be transmitted, and (ii) receiver iden-
tification information on the receiver.
[0118] The blockchain nodes 500 may store the trans-
mitted transaction information for revocation in the block-
chain to thereby revoke the public certificate of the user.
[0119] Meanwhile, if the revoking signal is determined
as generated at the user device 200, the certificate-man-
aging server 400 may transmit the generated transaction
information for revocation to the user device 200 to there-
by request an electronic signature.
[0120] The user device 200 may instruct the encryption
engine 130 to electronically sign and transmit the trans-
action information for revocation to the certificate-man-
aging server 400.
[0121] Thereafter, the certificate-managing server 400
may transmit to the blockchain nodes 500 the transaction
information for revocation electronically signed by the us-
er received from the user device 200.
[0122] Then, if the revoking signal is determined as
generated at the certificate-managing server 400, the
certificate-managing server 400 may instruct its transac-
tion-processing engine 420 to electronically sign the
transaction information for revocation with the private key
of the sender which corresponds to the certificate-man-
aging server 400, and transmit the transaction informa-
tion for revocation electronically signed by the sender to
the blockchain nodes 500.
[0123] A process of the authentication of the public cer-
tificate based on the blockchain by using the system for
authenticating the public certificate based on the block-
chain in accordance with the present invention is de-

scribed as follows.
[0124] The user device 200 may transmit an authenti-
cation request for the public certificate based on the
blockchain by connecting to the authentication-request-
ing server 600, at a step of S300.
[0125] The authentication-requesting server 600 may
acquire the user identification information on the user
who operates the user device 200 from the identification
information DB 611, in response to the authentication
request from the user device 200, and may transmit the
user identification information to the certificate-managing
server 400, at a step of S310.
[0126] The certificate-managing server 400 may trans-
mit to the blockchain nodes 500 the transaction ID for
storing the public key and the transaction ID for user ver-
ification retrieved from the keyword DB 411 by referring
to the user identification information, to thereby request
a download of the transaction information for storing the
public key and the transaction information for user veri-
fication, at a step of S320.
[0127] The blockchain nodes 500 may transmit to the
certificate-managing server 400 the transaction informa-
tion for storing the public key and the transaction infor-
mation for user verification retrieved therefrom, by refer-
ring to the transmitted transaction ID for storing the public
key and the transmitted transaction ID for user verifica-
tion, at a step of S330.
[0128] The certificate-managing server 400 may in-
struct its transaction-processing engine 420 to acquire
the reserve cryptocurrency address for revocation of the
public certificate from the transfer information on the cost
deposit included in the transaction information for user
verification, may create a revocation-confirming signal
which requests information on whether the cost deposit
corresponding to amount of cryptocurrency loaded at the
acquired reserve cryptocurrency address is transferred,
and may transmit the revocation-confirming signal to the
blockchain nodes 500, at a step of S340.
[0129] The blockchain nodes 500 may transmit to the
certificate-managing server 400 a notifying signal for rev-
ocation which informs whether the cost deposit loaded
at the reserve cryptocurrency address is transferred,
where the cost deposit is retrieved from the blockchain
by referring to the reserve cryptocurrency address includ-
ed in the revocation-confirming signal, at a step of S350.
[0130] The transaction-processing engine 420 of the
certificate-managing server 400 may confirm whether the
cost deposit is transferred, by referring to the notifying
signal at a step of S360, and if the cost deposit is deter-
mined as transferred, may transmit a message repre-
senting a refusal of the authentication of the public cer-
tificate to the user device 200 at a step of S361, and if
the cost deposit is determined as not transferred, may
acquire the public key and the user-verifying hash infor-
mation for authentication respectively from the transac-
tion information for storing the public key and the trans-
action information for user verification, at a step of S370.
[0131] The certificate-managing server 400 may trans-
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mit to the authentication-requesting server 600 a validity-
confirming signal of the public certificate, where the va-
lidity-confirming signal includes (i) the transaction ID for
storing the public key in the keyword DB 411, (ii) the
public key, and (iii) the user-verifying hash information
for authentication, at a step of S380.
[0132] The authentication-requesting server 600 may
retrieve the user identification information from its iden-
tification information DB 611, instruct its hashing engine
620 to acquire user-identifying hash information for com-
parison by hashing the user identification information,
and acquire user-verifying hash information for compar-
ison calculated by hashing the user-identifying hash in-
formation for comparison and the transaction ID for stor-
ing the public key included in the validity-confirming sig-
nal transmitted from the authentication-requesting server
600, at a step of S390.
[0133] Thereafter, the hashing engine 620 of the au-
thentication-requesting server 600 may determine
whether a hash value of the user-verifying hash informa-
tion for authentication included in the validity-confirming
signal transmitted from the certificate-managing server
400 corresponds to a hash value of the user-verifying
hash information for comparison by calculating two hash
values, at a step of S400, and if the two hash values are
not identical to each other, then may transmit a message
representing the refusal of the authentication to the user
device 200, at a step of S401.
[0134] The authentication-requesting server 600 may
calculate each hash value of the user-verifying hash in-
formation and the user-verifying hash information for
comparison, and if said each hash value is determined
as identical to each other, may confirm whether a protocol
used for Internet communications between the user de-
vice 200 and the authentication-requesting server 600 is
HTTP or HTTPS, at a step of S410.
[0135] First, if the protocol is determined as HTTP, the
authentication-requesting server 600 may instruct its ran-
dom number generator 630 to acquire a random session
key, at a step of S420, and may instruct its encryption
engine 640 to encrypt the random session key by using
the public key included in the validity-confirming signal,
to thereby acquire and transmit an encrypted random
session key to the user device 200, at a step of S430.
[0136] The user device 200 may relay the encrypted
random session key to the information security device
100 over a wired or wireless communication line, at a
step of S440.
[0137] The information security device 100 may in-
struct its decryption engine 160 to decrypt the encrypted
random session key by using the private key for the public
certificate stored in the memory 120, to acquire the ran-
dom session key, and may transmit the random session
key to the user device 200 to thereby perform the au-
thentication of the user, at a step of S450.
[0138] Then, if the protocol between the user device
200 and the authentication-requesting server 600 is de-
termined as HTTPS, the authentication-requesting serv-

er 600 may instruct its random number generator 630 to
acquire random numbers and relay the random numbers
to the information security device 100 by way of the user
device 200, at a step of S460.
[0139] Thereafter, the information security device 100
may instruct its hashing engine 140 to acquire random
number hash information for authentication by hashing
the relayed random numbers at a step of S470, instruct
its encryption engine 130 to acquire encrypted random
number hash information for authentication by encrypting
the random number hash information for authentication
using the private key stored in the memory 120, and relay
the encrypted random number hash information for au-
thentication to the authentication-requesting server 600
by way of the user device 200, at a step of S480.
[0140] Thereafter, the authentication-requesting serv-
er 600 may instruct its hashing engine 620 to hash the
random numbers, which have been transmitted to the
information security device 100, to acquire random
number hash information for comparison, may instruct
its decryption engine 650 to decrypt the encrypted ran-
dom number hash information for authentication by using
the public key to acquire the random number hash infor-
mation for authentication, and may confirm if a hash value
of the random number hash information for authentica-
tion corresponds to a hash value of the random number
hash information for comparison to thereby perform the
authentication of the user, at a step of S490.
[0141] Meanwhile, whether the revoking signal is gen-
erated is determined at a step of S500, and if the revoking
signal is determined as generated, whether the revoking
signal is generated at the user device 200 or the certifi-
cate-managing server 400 is determined at a step of
S510.
[0142] First, if the revoking signal is determined as gen-
erated at the user device 200, then the user device 200
may transmit the generated revoking signal to the certif-
icate-managing server 400, at a step of S520.
[0143] The certificate-managing server 400 may in-
struct its transaction-processing engine 420 to retrieve
the transaction ID for user verification from the keyword
DB 411 by referring to the transmitted revoking signal,
to thereby transmit the transaction ID for user verification
to the blockchain nodes 500, at a step of S530.
[0144] The blockchain nodes 500 may transmit to the
certificate-managing server 400 the transaction informa-
tion for user verification retrieved therefrom by referring
to the transmitted transaction ID for user verification, at
a step of S540.
[0145] Thereafter, the transaction-processing engine
420 of the certificate-managing server 400 may receive
the transaction information for user verification, may gen-
erate transaction information for revocation and may re-
lay the transaction information for revocation to the infor-
mation security device 200 by way of the user device
200, to thereby request an electronic signature at a step
of S550, where the transaction information for revocation
includes input data ID3 and output data OD3, where the
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ID3 has (i) transfer-guiding information which guides a
transfer of the deposit cost loaded at the reserve crypto-
currency address by referring to the OD2, (ii) multiple
permission information for cryptocurrency containing
permission for a sender or user to use the deposit cost
loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency address, and (iii) a
public key for cryptocurrency payment required for de-
termining validity of the multiple permission information
for cryptocurrency, and the OD3 has (i) a receiving
cryptocurrency address of a receiver where the deposit
cost loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency address is to
be transmitted, and (ii) receiver identification information
on the receiver at a step of S550.
[0146] The information security device 100 may in-
struct its encryption engine 130 to electronically sign the
transaction information for revocation, and relay the re-
sult of signing to the certificate-managing server 400 by
way of the user device 200, at a step of S560.
[0147] The certificate-managing server 400 may trans-
mit to the blockchain nodes 500 the transaction informa-
tion for revocation electronically signed by the user, at a
step of S570.
[0148] The blockchain nodes 500 may store the trans-
mitted transaction information for revocation in the block-
chain at a step of S580, to thereby revoke the public
certificate of the user.
[0149] Meanwhile, if the revoking signal is determined
as generated, then, in the steps from S520 to S580 of
determining where the revoking signal is generated, if
the revoking signal is determined as generated at the
certificate-managing server 400, the certificate-manag-
ing server 400 may instruct its transaction-processing
engine 420 to receive the transaction information for user
verification, to generate the transaction information for
revocation, and to sign the generated transaction infor-
mation for revocation using a private key of the sender
which is the certificate-managing server 400, to thereby
transmit the signed transaction information for revocation
to the blockchain nodes 500, at a step of S511, where
the transaction information for revocation includes input
data ID3 and output data OD3, and the ID3 has (i) trans-
fer-guiding information which guides a transfer of the de-
posit cost loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency address
by referring to the OD2, (ii) multiple permission informa-
tion for cryptocurrency containing permission for a send-
er or the user to use the deposit cost loaded at the reserve
cryptocurrency address, and (iii) a public key for crypto-
currency payment required for determining validity of the
multiple permission information for cryptocurrency, and
the OD3 has (i) a receiving cryptocurrency address of a
receiver where the deposit cost loaded at the reserve
cryptocurrency address is to be transmitted, and (ii) re-
ceiver identification information on the receiver.
[0150] The blockchain nodes 500 may store the trans-
action information for revocation transmitted from the
sender in the blockchain at a step of S512, to thereby
revoke the public certificate of the user.
[0151] Finally, Figs. 13 to 16 are drawings illustrating

a method for authenticating the public certificate based
on the blockchain in accordance with another example
of the present invention, and the drawings related to the
system for authentication are omitted, because the nu-
merals are identical but only the functional relations are
different from those of the aforementioned system for
authentication.
[0152] The difference between the system and method
of authenticating the public certificate based on the block-
chain in accordance with said another example of the
present invention and the aforementioned system and
method of authenticating the public certificate based on
the blockchain may lie in whether the process of confirm-
ing authenticity of the public certificate by hashing and
determining of the user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication and the user-verifying hash information for
comparison is performed by either the authentication-
requesting server 600 or the certificate-managing server
400.
[0153] That is, the system for authentication of the pub-
lic certificate based on the blockchain in accordance with
said another example of the present invention includes
the information security device 100 having its decryption
engine 160 and its memory 120 storing the private key
for the public certificate; the user device 200 requesting
the authentication of the public certificate based on the
blockchain; the authentication-requesting server 600,
which includes its random number generator 630 and its
encryption engine 640, relaying a request for the authen-
tication by transmitting the user identification information
on the user, in response to the request for the authenti-
cation from the user device 200; the certificate-managing
server 400 receiving the user-identifying hash informa-
tion for comparison and the user identification informa-
tion, requesting a download of the transaction information
for storing the public key and the transaction information
for user verification, by transmitting the transaction ID for
user verification and the transaction ID for storing the
public key, corresponding to the received user identifica-
tion information, retrieved from the keyword DB 411; and
the blockchain nodes 500 (i) authorizing the cryptocur-
rency payment by verifying transmitted transaction infor-
mation on cryptocurrency payment, (ii) storing in the
blockchain (ii-1) the transaction information on crypto-
currency payment, (ii-2) the transaction information for
storing the public key, which includes the public key, and
(ii-3) the transaction information for user verification
which contains the user-verifying hash information for
authentication, and (iii) transmitting to the certificate-
managing server 400 the transaction information for stor-
ing the public key and the transaction information for user
verification retrieved from the blockchain by respectively
referring to the transaction ID for storing the public key
and the transaction ID for user verification received from
the certificate-managing server 400; where the certifi-
cate-managing server 400 may (i) acquire the public key
and the user-verifying hash information for authentication
respectively from the transaction information for storing
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the public key and the transaction information for user
verification received from the blockchain nodes 500, (ii)
acquire the user-verifying hash information for compari-
son by hashing the transmitted the user-identifying hash
information for comparison and the transaction ID for
storing the public key in the keyword DB 411, and (iii)
transmit to the authentication-requesting server 600 the
acquired public key and the user identification informa-
tion if a hash value of the acquired user-verifying hash
information for authentication is determined as identical
to a hash value of the user-verifying hash information for
comparison, where, if the public key for the public certif-
icate and the user identification information are received,
the authentication-requesting server 600 may confirm a
protocol used for Internet communications between the
user devices 200, and if the protocol is determined as
HTTP, instructs its random number generator 630 to gen-
erate a random session key, and may instruct its encryp-
tion engine 640 to acquire an encrypted random session
key by encrypting the random session key using the pub-
lic key included in the validity-confirming signal, and to
relay the encrypted random session key to the informa-
tion security device 100 by way of the user device 200,
and where the information security device 100 may in-
struct its decryption engine 160 to acquire the random
session key by decrypting the encrypted random session
key by using the private key stored in its memory 120,
and to transmit the random session key to the user device
200, to thereby perform the authentication of the user.
[0154] Using these configurations, the system for au-
thenticating the public certificate based on the blockchain
in accordance with said another example of the present
invention may include a step S600 of the user device 200
transmitting an authentication request for the public cer-
tificate based on the blockchain by connecting to the au-
thentication-requesting server 600; a step S610 of the
authentication-requesting server 600 acquiring the user
identification information on the user from its identifica-
tion information DB 611, in response to the authentication
request, and instructing its hashing engine 620 to hash
the acquired user identification information to acquire us-
er-identifying hash information for comparison, and to
send the user identification information and the user-
identifying hash information for comparison to the certif-
icate-managing server 400; a step S620 of the certificate-
managing server 400 receiving the user identification in-
formation and the user-identifying hash information for
comparison, transmitting to the blockchain nodes 500 a
transaction ID for storing the public key and a transaction
ID for user verification retrieved from the keyword DB
411 by referring to the user identification information, to
thereby request a download of transaction information
for storing the public key and transaction information for
user verification; a step S630 of the blockchain nodes
500 transmitting to the certificate-managing server 400
the transaction information for storing the public key and
the transaction information for user verification retrieved
therefrom, by referring to the transmitted transaction ID

for storing the public key and the transmitted transaction
ID for user verification; a step S670 of the certificate-
managing server 400 instructing its transaction-process-
ing engine 420 to acquire the public key for the public
certificate and user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication respectively from the transaction information
for storing the public key and the transaction information
for user verification; a step S680 of the certificate-man-
aging server 400 instructing its hashing engine 430 to
hash the transmitted user-identifying hash information
for comparison and the transaction ID for storing the pub-
lic key in the keyword DB 411, to thereby acquire the
user-verifying hash information for comparison; a step
S690 of the hashing engine 430 of the certificate-man-
aging server 400 determining whether a hash value of
the user-verifying hash information for authentication
corresponds to a hash value of the user-verifying hash
information for comparison by calculating two hash val-
ues, and then determining whether the two hash values
are identical to each other; a step S700 of the certificate-
managing server 400, if the hash value of the user-veri-
fying hash information for authentication is determined
as identical to the hash value of the user-verifying hash
information for comparison, transmitting the acquired
public key and the user identification information to the
authentication-requesting server 600; a step S710 of the
authentication-requesting server 600, if the public key
and the user identification information are received, con-
firming whether a protocol used for Internet communica-
tions between the user device 200 and the authentica-
tion-requesting server 600 is HTTP or HTTPS; a step
S720 of the authentication-requesting server 600, if the
protocol is determined as HTTP, instructing its random
number generator 630 to acquire a random session key;
a step S730 of the authentication-requesting server 600
instructing its encryption engine 640 to encrypt the ran-
dom session key by using the public key included in the
validity-confirming signal, to thereby acquire and transmit
an encrypted random session key to the user device 200;
a step S740 of the user device 200 relaying the encrypted
random session key to the information security device
100; a step S750 of the information security device 100
instructing its decryption engine 160 to decrypt the en-
crypted random session key by using the private key for
the public certificate stored in its memory 120, and to
acquire the random session key, and transmitting the ran-
dom session key to the user device 200, to thereby per-
form the authentication of the user.
[0155] The present invention has an effect of perform-
ing the authentication of the public certificate even with-
out the ActiveX controls by generating and storing the
private key for the public certificate within the random
number generator in a device whose internals cannot be
accessed physically and on which programs cannot be
further installed, thus preventing the leakage of the pri-
vate key, and by storing and managing the public key,
which requires maintenance, in the blockchain of the dig-
ital wallet in the blockchain nodes, using a distributed
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database based on peer-to-peer network (P2P), not a
server managed by the CA, thus minimizing an additional
cost which is required for maintenance of the public cer-
tificate issuance system with the high security against
hacking.
[0156] Based on the explanation of the above embod-
iments, those skilled in the art can clearly understand
that the present invention may be implemented by com-
bination of software and hardware or hardware alone.
The part contributing to the prior art or the object of a
technical solution of the present invention may be imple-
mented in a form of executable program command
through a variety of computer components and may be
manufactured as a computer program product or com-
puter readable media including the product. The compu-
ter readable media or the product may include solely or
in combination, program commands, data files, and data
structures. The program commands included in the me-
dia or the product may be components specially designed
for the present invention or may be known and usable to
a skilled human in a field of computer software. The com-
puter readable media for the product may include mag-
netic media such as hard disk, floppy disk, and magnetic
tape, optical media such as CD-ROM and DVD, magne-
to-optical media such as floptical disk and hardware de-
vices such as ROM, RAM, and flash memory specially
designed to store and carry out program commands. Pro-
gram commands may include not only a machine lan-
guage code made by a compiler but also a high level
code that can be used by an interpreter etc., which is
executed by a computer. The aforementioned hardware
device may work as more than a software module to per-
form the action of the present invention and they may do
the same in the opposite case. The hardware device may
include a processor such as a CPU or a GPU, combined
with a memory device such as ROM or RAM to store the
program commands, configured to execute the com-
mands stored in the memory, and a communication part
which can exchange signals with external devices. In ad-
dition, the hardware device may include a keyboard, a
mouse, and any other external input device to receive
commands prepared by developers.
[0157] As seen above, the present invention has been
explained by specific matters such as detailed compo-
nents, limited embodiments, and drawings. They have
been provided only to help more general understanding
of the present invention. It, however, will be understood
by those skilled in the art that various changes and mod-
ification may be made from the description without de-
parting from the spirit and scope of the invention as de-
fined in the following claims.
[0158] Accordingly, the thought of the present inven-
tion must not be confined to the explained embodiments,
and the following patent claims as well as everything in-
cluding variations equal or equivalent to the patent claims
pertain to the category of the thought of the present in-
vention.

Claims

1. A system for issuing a public certificate based on a
blockchain, comprising:

an information security device instructing its en-
cryption engine to create a public key for the
public certificate based on a private key for the
public certificate stored and managed in a mem-
ory and transmit the created public key in re-
sponse to a request for transmission of the pub-
lic key, wherein the private key is acquired based
on a random value generated from a random
number generator and stored in the memory and
then provided to a user;
a user device transmitting the public key sent
from the information security device and person-
al information for an issuance of the public cer-
tificate based on the blockchain, wherein the
personal information includes user identification
information required for the issuance;
an issuance-requesting server (i) receiving the
personal information and the public key from the
user device, (ii) hashing the personal informa-
tion to acquire user-identifying hash information
for authentication, and (iii) acquiring the user-
identifying hash information for authentication,
the public key, and user identification informa-
tion corresponding to the user among all pieces
of user identification information included in all
pieces of personal information, to thereby create
and transmit a transaction-requesting signal;
a certificate-managing server

(I) (i) generating (i-1) transaction informa-
tion for storing the public key and (i-2) a
transaction ID for storing the public key to
be used as a key value for searching the
transaction information for storing the public
key, wherein the transaction information in-
cludes the public key in the transaction-re-
questing signal, (ii) transmitting the trans-
action information for storing the public key,
and storing and managing the transaction
ID for storing the public key,
(II) (i) hashing the user-identifying hash in-
formation for authentication in the transac-
tion-requesting signal and the transaction
ID for storing the public key to acquire user-
verifying hash information for authentica-
tion, (ii) generating (ii-1) transaction infor-
mation for user verification including the us-
er-verifying hash information for authentica-
tion and (ii-2) a transaction ID for user ver-
ification to be used as a key value for
searching the transaction information for
user verification, (iii) transmitting the trans-
action information for user verification, and
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storing and managing the transaction ID for
user verification, and
(III) storing and managing the user identifi-
cation information in the transaction-re-
questing signal; and

blockchain nodes storing the transaction infor-
mation for user verification and the transaction
information for storing the public key transmitted
from the certificate-managing server in the
blockchain, wherein the blockchain nodes au-
thorize a cryptocurrency payment through veri-
fication of transaction information for the crypto-
currency payment if the transaction information
for the cryptocurrency payment is received, and
store the transaction information for the crypto-
currency payment in the blockchain by referring
to a result of the authorizing process.

2. The system of Claim 1, wherein the issuance-re-
questing server includes a DB part;

wherein the DB part stores the user identification
information on the user who operates the user
device, and has an identification information DB
which stores all the pieces of user identification
information corresponding to all the pieces of
personal information;
wherein the user device transmits the personal
information to the issuance-requesting server to
thereby request the issuance,
wherein the issuance-requesting server, if infor-
mation corresponding to the personal informa-
tion is determined as present in the identification
information DB, generates and transmits a
transmission-requesting signal for the public key
to the user device,
wherein the user device transmits the transmis-
sion-requesting signal to the information secu-
rity device,
wherein the information security device, if the
transmission-requesting signal is received, in-
structs the encryption engine to generate the
public key using the private key stored in the
memory, and transmits the public key to the user
device, and
wherein the user device transmits the public key
to the issuance-requesting server.

3. The system of Claim 1, wherein the personal infor-
mation includes at least two of a name of the user,
a birth date of the user, a phone number of the user,
and an e-mail address of the user, and wherein the
user identification information is the phone number
of the user.

4. The system of Claim 1, wherein, the issuance-re-
questing server includes a hashing engine which

hashes the personal information to thereby acquire
the user-identifying hash information for authentica-
tion.

5. The method of Claim 1, wherein, the certificate-man-
aging server includes a DB part having a keyword
DB, a transaction-processing engine, and a hashing
engine;
wherein the transaction-processing engine stores
the user identification information in the keyword DB,
and creates transaction information for storing the
public key, wherein the transaction information in-
clude the public key, and a transaction ID for storing
the public key used as a key value for searching the
transaction information for storing the public key,
wherein the hashing engine acquires user-verifying
hash information for authentication calculated by
hashing the transaction ID for storing the public key
and the user identification information included in the
transaction-requesting signal, and wherein the
transaction-processing engine (i) transmits the
transaction information for storing the public key to
blockchain nodes, (ii) stores the transaction ID for
storing the public key in the keyword DB, (iii) creates
(iii-1) transaction information for user verification in-
cluding the user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication and (iii-2) a transaction ID for user ver-
ification to be used as a key value for searching the
transaction information for user verification, (iv)
transmits the transaction information for user verifi-
cation to the blockchain nodes, and (v) stores and
manages the transaction ID for user verification in
the keyword DB.

6. The method of Claim 1, wherein, the transaction in-
formation for storing the public key for the public cer-
tificate includes:

(i) a transaction ID of previous cryptocurrency
payment, to be used for locating cryptocurrency
to be spent which is part of cryptocurrency
amount owned by a sender, using transaction
information for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment,
(ii) permission information on whether the send-
er is authorized to use the cryptocurrency,
(iii) a public key for cryptocurrency payment re-
quired for validating the permission information,
(iv) registration fee information on a fee amount
required for registration of the public key for the
public certificate needed for the issuance,
(v) OP_RETURN information which represents
that the transaction information for storing the
public key for the public certificate is not a mon-
etary transaction related to a cryptocurrency
payment but a meta-transaction for recording in-
formation, and
(vi) the public key for the public certificate.
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7. The method of Claim 1, wherein, the transaction in-
formation for user verification includes:

(i) a transaction ID of previous cryptocurrency
payment, to be used for locating cryptocurrency
to be spent which is part of cryptocurrency
amount owned by a sender, using transaction
information for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment,
(ii) permission information on whether the send-
er is authorized to use the cryptocurrency,
(iii) a public key for cryptocurrency payment re-
quired for validating the permission information,
(iv) registration fee information on a fee amount
required for registration of the user-verifying
hash information for authentication needed for
the issuance,
(v) OP_RETURN information which represents
that the transaction information for user verifica-
tion is not a monetary transaction related to a
cryptocurrency payment but a meta-transaction
for recording information, and
(vi) the user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication.

8. The system of Claim 7, wherein, the transaction in-
formation for verification of the user, if cost deposit
information on a revocation of the public certificate
and transaction information for user verification are
stored in the blockchain of the blockchain nodes, fur-
ther includes transfer information including amount
of a cost deposit and a reserve cryptocurrency ad-
dress for transfer of the cost deposit corresponding
to the cost deposit information to a designated
cryptocurrency address.

9. A method for issuing a public certificate based on a
blockchain, comprising:

a step S100 of an information security device
connecting to a user device, wherein the infor-
mation security device includes its random
number generator and its memory where a pri-
vate key for the public certificate is stored and
managed, the private key being generated from
the random number generator;
a step S110 of the user device transmitting per-
sonal information for an issuance of the public
certificate based on the blockchain, wherein the
personal information includes user identification
information required for the issuance, to an is-
suance-requesting server to thereby request the
issuance;
a step S120 of the issuance-requesting server
recognizing the personal information, and cre-
ating and transmitting a guiding signal, which
requests sending of a public key for the public
certificate, to the user device;

a step S130 of the user device relaying the trans-
mitted guiding signal to the information security
device;
a step S140 of the information security device,
if the guiding signal is relayed, instructing its en-
cryption engine to create the public key using
the private key stored in the memory, and trans-
mitting the public key to the user device;
a step S150 of the user device relaying the public
key to the issuance-requesting server;
a step S160 of the issuance-requesting server
receiving the public key, instructing its hashing
engine to hash the personal information to ob-
tain user-identifying hash information for au-
thentication, and acquiring the user-identifying
hash information for authentication, the public
key, and user identification information corre-
sponding to the user among all pieces of user
identification information included in all pieces
of personal information, to thereby create and
transmit a transaction-requesting signal to a cer-
tificate-managing server;
a step S170 of the certificate-managing server
(i) instructing its transaction-processing engine
to store the user identification information, which
is included in the transaction-requesting signal,
in a keyword DB for searching transaction by
user, and (ii) creating (ii-1) transaction informa-
tion for storing the public key, wherein the trans-
action information includes the public key, and
(ii-2) a transaction ID for storing the public key
to be used as a key value for searching the trans-
action information for storing the public key;
a step S180 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its hashing engine to hash the trans-
action ID for storing the public key and the user-
identifying hash information in the transaction-
requesting signal, to thereby acquire user-veri-
fying hash information for authentication;
a step S190 of the certificate-managing server
(i) instructing the transaction-processing engine
to transmit the transaction information for storing
the public key to blockchain nodes, (ii) storing
the transaction ID for storing the public key in
the keyword DB, (iii) creating (iii-1) transaction
information for user verification including the us-
er-verifying hash information for authentication
and (iii-2) a transaction ID for user verification
to be used as a key value for searching the trans-
action information for user verification, (iv) trans-
mitting the transaction information for user ver-
ification to the blockchain nodes, and (v) storing
and managing the transaction ID for user verifi-
cation in the keyword DB; and
a step S200 of the blockchain nodes storing the
transaction information for storing the public key
and the transaction information for user verifica-
tion in the blockchain to thereby complete the
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issuance.

10. The method of Claim 9, wherein, the personal infor-
mation includes at least two of a name of the user,
a birth date of the user, a phone number of the user,
and an e-mail address of the user, and wherein the
user identification information includes the phone
number.

11. The method of Claim 9, wherein, at the step of S170,
the transaction information for storing the public key
for the public certificate includes:

(i) a transaction ID of previous cryptocurrency
payment, to be used for locating cryptocurrency
to be spent which is part of cryptocurrency
amount owned by a sender, using transaction
information for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment,
(ii) permission information on whether the send-
er is authorized to use the cryptocurrency,
(iii) a public key for cryptocurrency payment re-
quired for validating the permission information,
(iv) registration fee information on a fee amount
required for registration of the public key for the
public certificate needed for the issuance,
(v) OP_RETURN information which represents
that the transaction information for storing the
public key for the public certificate is not a mon-
etary transaction related to a cryptocurrency
payment but a meta-transaction for recording in-
formation, and
(vi) the public key for the public certificate.

12. The method of Claim 9, wherein, at the step of S170,
the transaction information for user verification in-
cludes:

(i) a transaction ID of previous cryptocurrency
payment, to be used for locating cryptocurrency
to be spent which is part of cryptocurrency
amount owned by a sender, using transaction
information for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment,
(ii) permission information on whether the send-
er is authorized to use the cryptocurrency,
(iv) registration fee information on a fee amount
required for registration of the user-verifying
hash information for authentication needed for
the issuance, and
(v) OP_RETURN information which represents
that the transaction information for user verifica-
tion is not a monetary transaction related to a
cryptocurrency payment but a meta-transaction
for recording information.

13. The method of Claim 12, wherein, the transaction
information for user verification, if cost deposit infor-

mation on a revocation of the public certificate and
the transaction information for user verification are
stored in the blockchain of the blockchain nodes, fur-
ther includes transfer information having amount of
the cost deposit and a reserve cryptocurrency ad-
dress for transfer of the cost deposit corresponding
to the cost deposit information to a designated
cryptocurrency address.

14. A system for authenticating a public certificate based
on a blockchain, comprising:

an information security device including its de-
cryption engine and its memory having a private
key for the public certificate;
a user device requesting an authentication of
the public certificate based on the blockchain;
an authentication-requesting server, which in-
cludes its random number generator and its en-
cryption engine, relaying a request for the au-
thentication by transmitting user identification in-
formation on a user who operates the user de-
vice, in response to the request for the authen-
tication from the user device;
a certificate-managing server which requests a
download of transaction information for storing
a public key for the public certificate and trans-
action information for user verification, by trans-
mitting a transaction ID for user verification and
a transaction ID for storing the public key corre-
sponding to the user identification information
received from the authentication-requesting
server; and
blockchain nodes (i) authorizing a cryptocurren-
cy payment by verifying transmitted transaction
information on the cryptocurrency payment, (ii)
storing in the blockchain (ii-1) the transaction
information on the cryptocurrency payment, (ii-
2) transaction information for storing the public
key, wherein the transaction information in-
cludes the public key, and (ii-3) transaction in-
formation for user verification including the user-
verifying hash information for authentication,
and (iii) transmitting to the certificate-managing
server the transaction information for storing the
public key and the transaction information for
user verification retrieved from the blockchain
by respectively referring to the transaction ID for
storing the public key and the transaction ID for
user verification received from the certificate-
managing server;
wherein the certificate-managing server (i) ac-
quires the public key and the user-verifying hash
information for authentication respectively from
the transaction information for storing the public
key and the transaction information for user ver-
ification received from the blockchain nodes,
and (ii) transmits to the authentication-request-
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ing server a validity-confirming signal of the pub-
lic certificate, wherein the validity-confirming
signal includes the acquired public key, the user-
verifying hash information for authentication,
and the transaction ID for storing the public key,
wherein the authentication-requesting server

(I) (i) retrieves the user identification infor-
mation from an identification information
DB, (ii) acquires user-identifying hash infor-
mation for comparison by hashing the user
identification information, (iii) acquires user-
verifying hash information for comparison
by hashing (iii-1) the transaction ID for stor-
ing the public key included in the validity-
confirming signal and (iii-2) the user-identi-
fying hash information for comparison,
(II) (i) if a hash value of the user-verifying
hash information for authentication includ-
ed in the validity-confirming signal corre-
sponds to a hash value of the user-verifying
hash information for comparison, confirms
a protocol used for Internet communications
by the user device, and (ii) if the protocol is
determined as HTTP, instructs its random
number generator to generate a random
session key, and
(III) instructs its encryption engine to ac-
quire an encrypted random session key by
encrypting the random session key using
the public key included in the validity-con-
firming signal, and to relay the encrypted
random session key to the information se-
curity device by way of the user device, and

wherein the information security device instructs
the decryption engine to acquire the random
session key by decrypting the encrypted random
session key by using the private key stored in
the memory, and to transmit the random session
key to the user device, to thereby complete the
authentication of the user.

15. The system of Claim 14, wherein the authentication-
requesting server includes a DB part and a hashing
engine;
wherein the DB part has an identification information
DB which stores all pieces of user identification in-
formation related to an issuance of the public certif-
icate,
wherein the authentication-requesting server ac-
quires from the identification information DB the user
identification information, in response to a request
for authentication from the user device, and trans-
mits the user identification information to the certifi-
cate-managing server,
wherein the hashing engine (i) acquires user-identi-
fying hash information for comparison by hashing

the user identification information, and (ii) acquires
user-verifying hash information for comparison by
hashing both the user-identifying hash information
for comparison and the transaction ID for storing the
public key, and
wherein the authentication-requesting server deter-
mines whether a hash value of the user-verifying
hash information for authentication corresponds to
a hash value of the user-verifying hash information
for comparison.

16. The method of Claim 14, wherein, the certificate-
managing server includes its DB part and its trans-
action-processing engine;
wherein the DB part has a keyword DB which stores
(i) the user identification information corresponding
to personal information for an issuance of the public
certificate wherein the personal information has the
user identification information used at a time of the
issuance, (ii) the transaction ID for storing the public
key to be used as a key value for searching the trans-
action information for storing the public key, and (iii)
the transaction ID for user verification to be used as
a key value for searching the transaction information
for user verification,
wherein the certificate-managing server retrieves
the transaction ID for storing the public key and the
transaction ID for user verification from the keyword
DB by referring to the user identification information,
and
wherein the transaction-processing engine acquires
the public key and the user-verifying hash informa-
tion for authentication respectively from the transac-
tion information for storing the public key and the
transaction information for user verification.

17. The method of Claim 16, wherein, the transaction
information for user verification includes transfer in-
formation, wherein the transfer information has (i)
amount of a cost deposit corresponding to cost de-
posit information for revocation of the public certifi-
cate and (ii) a reserve cryptocurrency address for
transfer of the cost deposit to a designated crypto-
currency address, if the cost deposit information and
transaction information for user verification are
stored in the blockchain of the blockchain nodes, and
wherein the cost deposit is to be used for revoking
the public certificate,
wherein the transaction-processing engine of the
certificate-managing server (i) acquires the reserve
cryptocurrency address from the transfer informa-
tion, (ii) generates a confirmation-requesting signal
that requests whether the cost deposit correspond-
ing to cryptocurrency amount loaded at the reserve
cryptocurrency address is transferred, and (iii) trans-
mits the confirmation-requesting signal to the block-
chain nodes,
wherein the blockchain nodes transmit to the certif-
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icate-managing server a notifying signal which rep-
resents whether the cost deposit, loaded at the re-
serve cryptocurrency address retrieved from the
blockchain, is transferred by referring to the reserve
cryptocurrency address included in the confirmation-
requesting signal, and
wherein the transaction-processing engine, if the
cost deposit loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency
address is determined as transferred by referring to
the notifying signal, transmits a message represent-
ing a refusal of the authentication to the user device.

18. The method of Claim 14, wherein, the transaction
information for storing the public key for the public
certificate includes:

(i) a transaction ID of previous cryptocurrency
payment, to be used for locating cryptocurrency
to be spent which is part of cryptocurrency
amount owned by a sender, using transaction
information for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment,
(ii) permission information on whether the send-
er is authorized to use the cryptocurrency,
(iii) a public key for cryptocurrency payment re-
quired for validating the permission information,
(iv) registration fee information on a fee amount
required for registration of the public key for the
public certificate needed for an issuance of the
public certificate,
(v) OP_RETURN information which represents
that the transaction information for storing the
public key for the public certificate is not a mon-
etary transaction related to a cryptocurrency
payment but a meta-transaction for recording in-
formation, and
(vi) the public key for the public certificate.

19. The method of Claim 14, wherein, the transaction
information for user verification includes input data
ID2 and output data OD2,
wherein the ID2 has (i) a transaction ID of previous
cryptocurrency payment, to be used for locating
cryptocurrency to be spent which is part of crypto-
currency amount owned by a sender, using transac-
tion information for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment, (ii) permission information on whether the
sender is authorized to use the cryptocurrency, (iii)
a public key for cryptocurrency payment required for
validating the permission information, (iv) registra-
tion fee information on a fee amount required for reg-
istration of the user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication needed for the issuance, (v) cost deposit
information on a fee amount to be used to revoke
the public certificate,
wherein the OD2 has (i) OP_RETURN information
which represents that the transaction information for
user verification is not a monetary transaction related

to a cryptocurrency payment but a meta-transaction
for recording information, (ii) the user-verifying hash
information for authentication OD21,
(iii) revocation-confirming information OD22 which
contains transfer information including (iii-1) amount
of a cost deposit corresponding to the cost deposit
information and (iii-2) a reserve cryptocurrency ad-
dress for transfer of the cost deposit to a designated
cryptocurrency address, if the transaction informa-
tion for user verification is stored in the blockchain
of the blockchain nodes,
wherein the certificate-managing server has a trans-
action-processing engine and a DB part containing
a keyword DB where the transaction ID for storing
the public key for the public certificate and the trans-
action ID for user verification are stored;
wherein the certificate-managing server, if a revok-
ing signal which requests a revocation of the public
certificate is generated, instructs the transaction-
processing engine to retrieve a transaction ID for us-
er verification from the keyword DB and transmits
the transaction ID for user verification to the block-
chain nodes,
wherein the blockchain nodes transmits to the cer-
tificate-managing server the transaction information
for user verification retrieved from the blockchain by
referring to the transaction ID for user verification,
wherein the transaction-processing engine, if the
transaction information for user verification is re-
ceived, generates the transaction information for
revocation and transmits the transaction information
for revocation to the blockchain nodes,
wherein the transaction information for revocation
includes input data ID3 and output data OD3,
wherein the ID3 has (i) transfer-guiding information
which guides a transfer of a deposit cost loaded at
the reserve cryptocurrency address by referring to
the OD2, (ii) cryptocurrency multiple permission in-
formation including permission for a sender or user
to use the deposit cost loaded at the reserve crypto-
currency address, and (iii) a public key for cryptocur-
rency payment required for determining validity of
the multiple permission information for cryptocurren-
cy,
wherein the OD3 has (i) a cryptocurrency address
of a receiver where the deposit cost loaded at the
reserve cryptocurrency address is to be transmitted,
and (ii) receiver identification information on the re-
ceiver, and
wherein the blockchain nodes store the transaction
information for revocation in the blockchain to there-
by complete the revocation of the public certificate.

20. The method of Claim 19, wherein, the information
security device includes its encryption engine;
wherein the certificate-managing server, if the revok-
ing signal is determined as generated at the user
device, relays the transaction information for revo-
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cation to the information security device by way of
the user device to thereby request an electronic sig-
nature,
wherein the information security device instructs its
encryption engine to electronically sign the transac-
tion information for revocation, and to relay the
signed transaction information for revocation to the
certificate-managing server by way of the user de-
vice, and
wherein the certificate-managing server transmits to
the blockchain nodes the transaction information for
revocation electronically signed by the user received
from the user device.

21. The method of Claim 19, wherein, the certificate-
managing server, if the revoking signal is determined
as generated at the certificate-managing server, in-
structs the transaction-processing engine to elec-
tronically sign the transaction information for revo-
cation with a private key of the sender which corre-
sponds to the certificate-managing server, and
transmits the transaction information for revocation
electronically signed by the sender to the blockchain
nodes.

22. The method of Claim 14, wherein, the information
security device includes its encryption engine and
its hashing engine;
wherein the authentication-requesting server includ-
ing its hashing engine, (i) if a hash value of the user-
verifying hash information for authentication includ-
ed in the validity-confirming signal transmitted from
the certificate-managing server corresponds to a
hash value of the user-verifying hash information for
comparison, confirms a protocol used for Internet
communications by the user device, and (ii) if the
confirmed protocol is determined as HTTPS, in-
structs its random number generator to generate ran-
dom numbers and relays the random numbers to the
information security device by way of the user de-
vice,
wherein the information security device instructs its
hashing engine to acquire random number hash in-
formation for authentication by hashing the random
numbers, instructs the encryption engine to acquire
encrypted random number hash information for au-
thentication by encrypting the random numbers us-
ing the private key stored in the memory, and relays
the encrypted random number hash information for
authentication to the authentication-requesting serv-
er by way of the user device, and
wherein the authentication-requesting server in-
structs its hashing engine to acquire random number
hash information for comparison by hashing the ran-
dom numbers transmitted to the information security
device, instructs the decryption engine to acquire the
random number hash information for comparison by
decrypting the encrypted random number hash in-

formation for comparison using the public key, and
confirms that a hash value of the acquired random
number hash information for authentication corre-
sponds to a hash value of the random number hash
information for comparison, to thereby complete the
authentication of the user.

23. A method for issuing a public certificate based on a
blockchain, comprising:

a step S300 of a user device transmitting an au-
thentication request for the public certificate
based on the blockchain by connecting to an
authentication-requesting server;
a step S310 of the authentication-requesting
server acquiring user identification information
on a user who operates the user device from an
identification information DB, in response to the
authentication request, and transmitting the us-
er identification information to a certificate-man-
aging server;
a step S320 of the certificate-managing server
transmitting to blockchain nodes a transaction
ID for storing a public key for the public certificate
and a transaction ID for user verification re-
trieved from a keyword DB by referring to the
user identification information, to thereby re-
quest a download of transaction information for
storing the public key and transaction informa-
tion for user verification;
a step S330 of the blockchain nodes transmitting
to the certificate-managing server the transac-
tion information for storing the public key and
the transaction information for user verification
retrieved therefrom, by referring to the transmit-
ted transaction ID for storing the public key and
the transmitted transaction ID for user verifica-
tion;
a step S370 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its transaction-processing engine to
acquire the public key and user-verifying hash
information for authentication respectively from
the transaction information for storing the public
key and the transaction information for user ver-
ification;
a step S380 of the certificate-managing server
transmitting to the authentication-requesting
server a validity-confirming signal of the public
certificate, wherein the validity-confirming signal
includes (i) the transaction ID for storing the pub-
lic key, which is stored in the keyword DB, (ii)
the public key, and (iii) the user-verifying hash
information for authentication;
a step S390 of the authentication-requesting
server retrieving the user identification informa-
tion from the identification information DB, in-
structing its hashing engine to acquire user-
identifying hash information for comparison by
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hashing the user identification information, and
acquiring user-verifying hash information for
comparison calculated by hashing both the
transaction ID for storing the public key included
in the validity-confirming signal transmitted from
the authentication-requesting server and the us-
er-identifying hash information for comparison;
a step S400 of the authentication-requesting
server determining whether a hash value of the
user-verifying hash information for authentica-
tion included in the validity-confirming signal
corresponds to a hash value of the user-verifying
hash information for comparison after acquiring
the hash value of the user-verifying hash infor-
mation for authentication and the hash value of
the user-verifying hash information for compar-
ison from its hashing engine;
a step S410 of the authentication-requesting
server, if the hash value of the user-verifying
hash information for authentication included in
the validity-confirming signal corresponds to the
hash value of the user-verifying hash informa-
tion for comparison, confirming whether a pro-
tocol used for Internet communications between
the user device and the authentication-request-
ing server is HTTP or HTTPS;
a step S420 of the authentication-requesting
server, if the protocol is determined as HTTP,
instructing its random number generator to ac-
quire a random session key;
a step S430 of the authentication-requesting
server instructing its encryption engine to en-
crypt the random session key by using the public
key included in the validity-confirming signal, to
thereby acquire and transmit an encrypted ran-
dom session key to the user device;
a step S440 of the user device relaying the en-
crypted random session key to an information
security device; and
a step S450 of the information security device
instructing its decryption engine to decrypt the
encrypted random session key by using a pri-
vate key for the public certificate stored in its
memory, to acquire the random session key, and
transmitting the random session key to the user
device to thereby complete an authentication of
the user.

24. The method of Claim 23, after the step of S330, fur-
ther comprising:

a step S340 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its transaction-processing engine to
acquire a reserve cryptocurrency address for
revocation of the public certificate from transfer
information on a cost deposit included in the
transaction information for user verification, cre-
ating a revocation-confirming signal which re-

quests information on whether the cost deposit
corresponding to amount of cryptocurrency
loaded at the acquired reserve cryptocurrency
address is transferred, and transmitting the rev-
ocation-confirming signal to the blockchain
nodes;
a step S350 of the blockchain nodes transmitting
to the certificate-managing server a notifying
signal for revocation which informs whether the
cost deposit loaded at the reserve cryptocurren-
cy address is transferred, wherein the cost de-
posit is retrieved from the blockchain by referring
to the reserve cryptocurrency address included
in the revocation-confirming signal;
a step S360 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its transaction-processing engine to
confirm whether the cost deposit is transferred,
by referring to the notifying signal; and
a step S361 of the certificate-managing server,
if the cost deposit is determined as transferred,
transmitting a message representing a refusal
of the authentication to the user device.

25. The method of Claim 24, wherein, at the step of
S360, the certificate-managing server, if the cost de-
posit is determined as not transferred, instructs its
transaction-processing engine to enter into a step
S370 of acquiring the public key and the user-veri-
fying hash information for authentication respective-
ly from the transaction information for storing the
public key and the transaction information for user
verification.

26. The method of Claim 23, wherein the step of S400
includes:

a step S401 of the certificate-managing server,
if the hash value of the user-verifying hash in-
formation for authentication included in the va-
lidity-confirming signal is determined as not cor-
responding to the hash value of the user-verify-
ing hash information for comparison, transmit-
ting a message representing a refusal of the au-
thentication to the user device.

27. The method of Claim 23, wherein the steps of S420
to S450 includes:

a step S460 of the authentication-requesting
server, if the protocol is determined as HTTPS,
instructing the random number generator to ac-
quire random numbers and relay the random
numbers to the information security device by
way of the user device;
a step S470 of the information security device
instructing its hashing engine to acquire random
number hash information for authentication by
hashing the random numbers;
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a step S480 of the information security device
instructing its encryption engine to acquire en-
crypted random number hash information for au-
thentication by using the private key stored in
the memory, and relaying the encrypted random
number hash information for authentication to
the authentication-requesting server by way of
the user device;
a step S490 of the authentication-requesting
server instructing its hashing engine to hash the
random numbers transmitted to the information
security device to acquire random number hash
information for comparison, instructing its de-
cryption engine to decrypt the encrypted random
number hash information for authentication by
using the public key to acquire the random
number hash information for authentication, and
confirming whether a hash value of the random
number hash information for authentication cor-
responds to a hash value of the random number
hash information for comparison, to thereby
complete the authentication of the user.

28. The method of Claim 23 or Claim 27, further com-
prising:

a step S500 of determining whether a revoking
signal which requests a revocation of the public
certificate is generated;
a step S510 of determining, if the revoking signal
is determined as generated, a place where the
revoking signal is generated, wherein the place
is selected from the user device and the certifi-
cate-managing server;
a step S520 of the user device, if the revoking
signal is determined as generated at the user
device, transmitting the revoking signal to the
certificate-managing server;
a step S530 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its transaction-processing engine to
retrieve the transaction ID for user verification
from the keyword DB by referring to the revoking
signal, to thereby transmit the transaction ID for
user verification to the blockchain nodes;
a step S540 of the blockchain nodes transmitting
to the certificate-managing server the transac-
tion information for user verification retrieved
therefrom by referring to the transaction ID for
user verification;
a step S550 of the certificate-managing server,
if the transaction information for user verification
is received, instructing the transaction-process-
ing engine to generate transaction information
for revocation and to relay the transaction infor-
mation for revocation to the information security
device by way of the user device, to thereby re-
quest an electronic signature,
wherein the transaction information for revoca-

tion includes input data ID3 and output data
OD3,
wherein the ID3 has (i) transfer-guiding informa-
tion which guides a transfer of a deposit cost
loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency address
by referring to output data OD2, (ii) multiple per-
mission information for cryptocurrency contain-
ing permission for a sender or user to use the
deposit cost loaded at the reserve cryptocurren-
cy address, and (iii) a public key for cryptocur-
rency payment required for determining validity
of the multiple permission information for crypto-
currency,
wherein the OD2 has (i) OP_RETURN informa-
tion which represents that the transaction infor-
mation for user verification is not a monetary
transaction related to the cryptocurrency pay-
ment but a meta-transaction for recording infor-
mation, (ii) user-verifying hash information for
authentication, (iii) revocation-confirming infor-
mation which contains transfer information in-
cluding (iii-1) amount of the cost deposit corre-
sponding to cost deposit information and (iii-2)
a reserve cryptocurrency address for transfer of
the cost deposit to a designated cryptocurrency
address, if the transaction information for user
verification is stored in the blockchain of the
blockchain nodes, and
wherein the OD3 has a receiving cryptocurrency
address of a receiver where the deposit cost
loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency address is
to be transmitted, and receiver identification in-
formation on the receiver;
a step S560 of the information security device
instructing its encryption engine to electronically
sign the transaction information for revocation,
and relaying a result of the signing to the certif-
icate-managing server by way of the user de-
vice;
a step S570 of the certificate-managing server
transmitting to the blockchain nodes the trans-
action information for revocation electronically
signed by the user; and
a step S580 of the blockchain nodes storing the
transaction information for revocation electron-
ically signed by the user in the blockchain.

29. The method of Claim 28, wherein the steps of S520
to S580 includes:

a step S511 of the certificate-managing server,
if the revoking signal is determined as generated
at the certificate-managing server, instructing its
transaction-processing engine to receive the
transaction information for user verification, to
generate the transaction information for revoca-
tion, and to sign the generated transaction infor-
mation for revocation using a private key of the
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sender which is the certificate-managing server,
to thereby transmit the signed transaction infor-
mation for revocation to the blockchain nodes;
and
a step S512 of the blockchain nodes storing the
signed transaction information for revocation in
the blockchain, to thereby complete the revoca-
tion of the public certificate.

30. A system for authenticating a public certificate based
on a blockchain, comprising:

an information security device including its de-
cryption engine and its memory having a private
key for the public certificate;
a user device requesting an authentication of
the public certificate based on the blockchain;
an authentication-requesting server, which in-
cludes its random number generator and its en-
cryption engine, acquiring user identification in-
formation on a user from an identification infor-
mation DB, acquiring user-identifying hash in-
formation for comparison by hashing the user
identification information, and transmitting the
acquired user-identifying hash information for
comparison and the user identification informa-
tion, in response to a request for the authenti-
cation from the user device;
a certificate-managing server receiving the us-
er-identifying hash information for comparison
and the user identification information from the
authentication-requesting server, and transmit-
ting a transaction ID for user verification and a
transaction ID for storing a public key for the
public certificate, which are retrieved from a key-
word DB by referring to the user identification
information, to thereby request a download of
transaction information for storing the public key
and transaction information for user verification;
and
blockchain nodes (i) authorizing a cryptocurren-
cy payment by verifying transmitted transaction
information on the cryptocurrency payment, (ii)
storing in the blockchain (ii-1) the transaction
information on the cryptocurrency payment, (ii-
2) the transaction information for storing the pub-
lic key, which includes the public key, and (ii-3)
transaction information for user verification
which contains user-verifying hash information,
and (iii) transmitting to the certificate-managing
server the transaction information for storing the
public key and the transaction information for
user verification retrieved from the blockchain
by respectively referring to the transaction ID for
storing the public key and the transaction ID for
user verification received from the certificate-
managing server;
wherein the certificate-managing server ac-

quires the public key and user-verifying hash in-
formation for authentication from the transaction
information for storing the public key and the
transaction information for user verification
transmitted from the blockchain nodes, acquires
user-verifying hash information for comparison
by hashing the transmitted user-identifying hash
information for comparison and a transaction ID
for storing the public key in the keyword DB, and
transmits to the authentication-requesting serv-
er the acquired public key and the user identifi-
cation information if a hash value of the acquired
user-verifying hash information for authentica-
tion corresponds to a hash value of the user-
verifying hash information for comparison,
wherein the authentication-requesting server, if
the public key and the user identification infor-
mation are received, confirms a protocol for In-
ternet communications by the user device, and
if the protocol is HTTP, instructs its random
number generator to generate a random session
key, instructs its encryption engine to acquire an
encrypted random session key by encrypting the
random session key using the public key includ-
ed in the validity-confirming signal, and relays
the encrypted random session key to the infor-
mation security device by way of the user device,
and
wherein the information security device instructs
its decryption engine to acquire the random ses-
sion key by decrypting the encrypted random
session key using the private key in its memory
and transmits the random session key to the us-
er device, to thereby complete the authentica-
tion of the user.

31. The method of Claim 30, wherein, the authentication-
requesting server includes its hashing engine,
wherein the identification information DB stores the
user identification information on the user who op-
erates the user device, and stores all pieces of user
identification information and all pieces of personal
information related to an issuance of the public cer-
tificate, and
wherein the hashing engine hashes the user identi-
fication information to acquire the user-identifying
hash information for comparison.

32. The method of Claim 30, wherein, the certificate-
managing server includes its transaction-processing
engine and its hashing engine;
wherein the keyword DB stores (i) the user identifi-
cation information corresponding to personal infor-
mation for an issuance of the public certificate where-
in the personal information has the user identification
information used at a time of the issuance, (ii) the
transaction ID for storing the public key to be used
as a key value for searching the transaction informa-
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tion for storing the public key, and (iii) the transaction
ID for user verification to be used as a key value for
searching the transaction information for user verifi-
cation,
wherein the transaction-processing engine acquires
the public key and the user-verifying hash informa-
tion for authentication respectively from the transac-
tion information for storing the public key and the
transaction information for user verification, and
wherein the hashing engine hashes the user-identi-
fying hash information for comparison and the trans-
action ID for storing the public key in the keyword
DB to acquire user-verifying hash information for
comparison, and determining whether a hash value
of the acquired user-verifying hash information for
authentication corresponds to a hash value of the
user-verifying hash information for comparison after
acquiring the hash value of the user-verifying hash
information for authentication and the hash value of
the user-verifying hash information for comparison.

33. The method of Claim 32, wherein, the transaction
information for user verification includes transfer in-
formation, wherein the transfer information has (i)
amount of a cost deposit corresponding to cost de-
posit information for revocation of the public certifi-
cate and (ii) a reserve cryptocurrency address for
transfer of the cost deposit to a designated crypto-
currency address, if the cost deposit information and
the transaction information for user verification are
stored in the blockchain of the blockchain nodes,
wherein the cost deposit is to be used for revoking
the public certificate,
wherein the transaction-processing engine of the
certificate-managing server (i) acquires the reserve
cryptocurrency address from the transfer informa-
tion, (ii) generates a confirmation-requesting signal
that requests whether the cost deposit correspond-
ing to cryptocurrency amount loaded at the reserve
cryptocurrency address is transferred, and (iii) trans-
mits the confirmation-requesting signal to the block-
chain nodes,
wherein the blockchain nodes transmit to the certif-
icate-managing server a notifying signal which rep-
resents whether the cost deposit, loaded at the re-
serve cryptocurrency address retrieved from the
blockchain, is transferred by referring to the reserve
cryptocurrency address included in the confirmation-
requesting signal, and
wherein the transaction-processing engine, if the
cost deposit loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency
address is determined as transferred by referring to
the notifying signal, transmits a message represent-
ing a refusal of the authentication to the user device.

34. The method of Claim 30, wherein, the transaction
information for storing the public key includes:

(i) a transaction ID of previous cryptocurrency
payment, to be used for locating cryptocurrency
to be spent which is part of cryptocurrency
amount owned by a sender, using transaction
information for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment,
(ii) permission information on whether the send-
er is authorized to use the cryptocurrency,
(iii) a public key for cryptocurrency payment re-
quired for validating the permission information,
(iv) registration fee information on a fee amount
required for registration of the public key for the
public certificate needed for an issuance of the
public certificate,
(v) OP_RETURN information which represents
that the transaction information for storing the
public key is not a monetary transaction related
to the cryptocurrency payment but a meta-trans-
action for recording information, and
(vi) the public key for the public certificate.

35. The method of Claim 30, wherein, the transaction
information for user verification includes input data
ID2 and output data OD2,
wherein the ID2 has (i) a transaction ID of previous
cryptocurrency payment, to be used for locating
cryptocurrency to be spent which is part of crypto-
currency amount owned by a sender, using transac-
tion information for the previous cryptocurrency pay-
ment, (ii) permission information on whether the
sender is authorized to use the cryptocurrency, (iii)
a public key for cryptocurrency payment required for
validating the permission information, (iv) registra-
tion fee information on a fee amount required for reg-
istration of the user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication needed for an issuance of the public cer-
tificate, and (v) cost deposit information on a fee
amount to be used to revoke the public certificate,
wherein the OD2 has (i) OP_RETURN information
which represents that the transaction information for
user verification is not a monetary transaction related
to the cryptocurrency payment but a meta-transac-
tion for recording information, (ii) the user-verifying
hash information for authentication OD21, (iii) revo-
cation-confirming information OD22 which contains
transfer information including (iii-1) amount of a cost
deposit corresponding to the cost deposit informa-
tion and (iii-2) a reserve cryptocurrency address for
transfer of the cost deposit to a designated crypto-
currency address, if the transaction information for
user verification is stored in the blockchain of the
blockchain nodes, and
wherein the certificate-managing server has its
transaction-processing engine and its DB part con-
taining the keyword DB where the transaction ID for
storing the public key for the public certificate and
the transaction ID for user verification are stored;
wherein the certificate-managing server, if a revok-
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ing signal which requests revocation of the public
certificate is generated, instructs the transaction-
processing engine to retrieve a transaction ID for us-
er verification from the keyword DB and transmits
the transaction ID for user verification to the block-
chain nodes,
wherein the blockchain nodes transmit to the certif-
icate-managing server the transaction information
for user verification retrieved from the blockchain by
referring to the transaction ID for user verification,
wherein the transaction-processing engine, if the
transaction information for user verification is re-
ceived, generates transaction information for revo-
cation and transmits the transaction information for
revocation to the blockchain nodes,
wherein the transaction information for revocation
includes input data ID3 and output data OD3,
wherein the ID3 has (i) transfer-guiding information
which guides a transfer of the deposit cost loaded at
the reserve cryptocurrency address by referring to
the OD2, (ii) cryptocurrency multiple permission in-
formation including permission for a sender or user
to use the deposit cost loaded at the reserve crypto-
currency address, and (iii) a public key for cryptocur-
rency payment required for determining validity of
the multiple permission information for cryptocurren-
cy, and
wherein the OD3 has (i) a cryptocurrency address
of a receiver where the deposit cost loaded at the
reserve cryptocurrency address is to be transmitted,
and (ii) receiver identification information on the re-
ceiver, and
wherein the blockchain nodes store the transaction
information for revocation in the blockchain to there-
by complete the revocation of the public certificate.

36. The method of Claim 35, wherein, the information
security device includes its encryption engine;
wherein the certificate-managing server, if the revok-
ing signal is determined as generated at the user
device, relays the transaction information for revo-
cation to the information security device by way of
the user device to thereby request an electronic sig-
nature,
wherein the information security device instructs the
encryption engine to electronically sign the transac-
tion information for revocation, and to relay the
signed transaction information for revocation to the
certificate-managing server by way of the user de-
vice, and
wherein the certificate-managing server transmits to
the blockchain nodes the transaction information for
revocation electronically signed by the user received
from the user device.

37. The method of Claim 35, wherein, the certificate-
managing server, if the revoking signal is determined
as generated at the certificate-managing server, in-

structs the transaction-processing engine to elec-
tronically sign the transaction information for revo-
cation with a private key of the sender which corre-
sponds to the certificate-managing server, and
transmits the transaction information for revocation
electronically signed by the sender to the blockchain
nodes.

38. The method of Claim 30, wherein, the information
security device includes its encryption engine and
its hashing engine;
wherein the authentication-requesting server includ-
ing its hashing engine, (i) if the public key and the
user identification information are received, confirms
a protocol used for Internet communications by the
user device, and (ii) if the confirmed protocol is de-
termined as HTTPS, instructs the random number
generator to generate random numbers and relays
the random numbers to the information security de-
vice by way of the user device,
wherein the information security device instructs its
hashing engine to acquire random number hash in-
formation for authentication by hashing the random
numbers, instructs the encryption engine to acquire
encrypted random number hash information for au-
thentication by encrypting the random numbers us-
ing the private key stored in the memory, and relays
the encrypted random number hash information for
authentication to the authentication-requesting serv-
er by way of the user device, and
wherein the authentication-requesting server in-
structs its hashing engine to acquire random number
hash information for comparison by hashing the ran-
dom numbers transmitted to the information security
device, instructs the decryption engine to acquire the
random number hash information for comparison by
decrypting the encrypted random number hash in-
formation for comparison using the public key, and
confirms whether a hash value of the acquired ran-
dom number hash information for authentication cor-
responds to a hash value of the random number hash
information for comparison, to thereby complete the
authentication of the user.

39. A method for issuing a public certificate based on a
blockchain, comprising:

a step S600 of a user device transmitting an au-
thentication request for the public certificate
based on the blockchain by connecting to an
authentication-requesting server;
a step S610 of the authentication-requesting
server acquiring user identification information
on a user who operates the user device from an
identification information DB, in response to the
authentication request, instructing its hashing
engine to hash the acquired user identification
information to acquire user-identifying hash in-
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formation for comparison, and transmitting the
acquired user-identifying hash information for
comparison and the user identification informa-
tion to a certificate-managing server;
a step S620 of the certificate-managing server
receiving the user identification information,
transmitting to blockchain nodes a transaction
ID for storing a public key for the public certificate
and a transaction ID for user verification re-
trieved from a keyword DB by referring to the
received user identification information, to there-
by request a download of transaction informa-
tion for storing the public key and transaction
information for user verification;
a step S630 of the blockchain nodes transmitting
to the certificate-managing server the transac-
tion information for storing the public key and
the transaction information for user verification
retrieved therefrom, by referring to the transmit-
ted transaction ID for storing the public key and
the transmitted transaction ID for user verifica-
tion;
a step S670 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its transaction-processing engine to
acquire the public key and user-verifying hash
information for authentication respectively from
the transaction information for storing the public
key and the transaction information for user ver-
ification;
a step S680 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its hashing engine to hash the trans-
mitted user-identifying hash information for
comparison and the transaction ID for storing
the public key to thereby acquire user-verifying
hash information for comparison, wherein the
transaction ID for storing the public key is stored
in the keyword DB;
a step S690 of the hashing engine of the certif-
icate-managing server acquiring a hash value
of the acquired user-verifying hash information
for authentication and a hash value of the user-
verifying hash information for comparison, and
confirming whether the hash value of the ac-
quired user-verifying hash information for au-
thentication corresponds to the hash value of
the user-verifying hash information for compar-
ison;
a step S700 of the certificate-managing server,
if the hash value of the acquired user-verifying
hash information for authentication corresponds
to the hash value of the user-verifying hash in-
formation for comparison, transmitting to the au-
thentication-requesting server the acquired
public key and the user identification informa-
tion;
a step S710 of the authentication-requesting
server, if the public key and the user identifica-
tion information are received, confirming wheth-

er a protocol used for Internet communications
between the user device and the authentication-
requesting server is HTTP or HTTPS;
a step S720 of the authentication-requesting
server, if the protocol is determined as HTTP,
instructing its random number generator to ac-
quire a random session key;
a step S730 of the authentication-requesting
server instructing its encryption engine to en-
crypt the random session key by using the public
key included in the validity-confirming signal, to
thereby acquire and transmit an encrypted ran-
dom session key to the user device;
a step S740 of the user device relaying the en-
crypted random session key to an information
security device; and
a step S750 of the information security device
instructing its decryption engine to decrypt the
encrypted random session key by using a pri-
vate key for the public certificate stored in a
memory, to acquire the random session key, and
transmitting the random session key to the user
device to thereby complete authentication of the
user.

40. The method of Claim 39, after the step of S630, fur-
ther comprising:

a step S640 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its transaction-processing engine to
acquire a reserve cryptocurrency address for
revocation of the public certificate from transfer
information on a cost deposit included in the
transaction information for user verification, cre-
ating a revocation-confirming signal which re-
quests information on whether the cost deposit
corresponding to amount of cryptocurrency
loaded at the acquired reserve cryptocurrency
address is transferred, and transmitting the rev-
ocation-confirming signal to the blockchain
nodes;
a step S650 of the blockchain nodes transmitting
to the certificate-managing server a notifying
signal for revocation which informs whether the
cost deposit loaded at the reserve cryptocurren-
cy address is transferred, wherein the cost de-
posit is retrieved from the blockchain by referring
to the reserve cryptocurrency address included
in the revocation-confirming signal;
a step S660 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its transaction-processing engine to
confirm whether the cost deposit is transferred,
by referring to the notifying signal; and
a step S661 of the certificate-managing server,
if the cost deposit is determined as transferred,
transmitting a message representing a refusal
of the authentication to the user device.
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41. The method of Claim 40, wherein, at the step of
S660, the certificate-managing server, if the cost de-
posit is determined as not transferred, instructs its
transaction-processing engine to enter into a step
S670 of acquiring the public key and the user-veri-
fying hash information for authentication respective-
ly from the transaction information for storing the
public key and the transaction information for user
verification.

42. The method of Claim 39, wherein the step of S690
includes:
a step S691 of the hashing engine of the certificate-
managing server, if the hash value of the user-veri-
fying hash information for authentication is deter-
mined as not corresponding to the hash value of the
user-verifying hash information for comparison, al-
lowing the certificate-managing server to transmit a
message representing a refusal of the authentication
to the user device.

43. The method of Claim 39, wherein the steps of S720
to S750 includes:

a step S760 of the authentication-requesting
server, if the protocol is determined as HTTPS,
instructing its random number generator to ac-
quire random numbers and relay the random
numbers to the information security device by
way of the user device;
a step S770 of the information security device
instructing its hashing engine to acquire random
number hash information for authentication by
hashing the random numbers;
a step S780 of the information security device
instructing its encryption engine to acquire en-
crypted random number hash information for au-
thentication by using the private key stored in
the memory, and relaying the encrypted random
number hash information for authentication to
the authentication-requesting server by way of
the user device;
a step S790 of the authentication-requesting
server instructing its hashing engine to hash the
random numbers transmitted to the information
security device to acquire random number hash
information for comparison, instructing its de-
cryption engine to decrypt the encrypted random
number hash information for authentication by
using the public key to acquire the random
number hash information for authentication, and
confirming if a hash value of the random number
hash information for authentication corresponds
to a hash value of the random number hash in-
formation for comparison to thereby complete
the authentication of the user.

44. The method of Claim 39 or Claim 43, further com-

prising:

a step S800 of determining whether a revoking
signal which requests a revocation of the public
certificate is generated;
a step S810 of determining, if the revoking signal
is determined as generated, a place where the
revoking signal is generated, wherein the place
is selected from the user device and the certifi-
cate-managing server;
a step S820 of the user device, if the revoking
signal is determined as generated at the user
device, transmitting the revoking signal to the
certificate-managing server;
a step S830 of the certificate-managing server
instructing its transaction-processing engine to
retrieve the transaction ID for user verification
from the keyword DB by referring to the revoking
signal, to thereby transmit the transaction ID for
user verification to the blockchain nodes;
a step S840 of the blockchain nodes transmitting
to the certificate-managing server the transac-
tion information for user verification retrieved
therefrom by referring to the transaction ID for
user verification;
a step S850 of the certificate-managing server,
if the transaction information for user verification
is received, instructing its transaction-process-
ing engine to generate transaction information
for revocation and to relay the transaction infor-
mation for revocation to the information security
device by way of the user device, to thereby re-
quest an electronic signature,
wherein the transaction information for revoca-
tion includes input data ID3 and output data
OD3,
wherein the ID3 has (i) transfer-guiding informa-
tion which guides a transfer of the deposit cost
loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency address
by referring to the OD2, (ii) multiple permission
information for cryptocurrency containing per-
mission for a sender or user to use the deposit
cost loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency ad-
dress, and (iii) a public key for cryptocurrency
payment required for determining validity of the
multiple permission information for cryptocur-
rency, and
wherein the OD3 has a receiving cryptocurrency
address of a receiver where the deposit cost
loaded at the reserve cryptocurrency address is
to be transmitted, and receiver identification in-
formation on the receiver;
a step S860 of the information security device
instructing its encryption engine to electronically
sign the transaction information for revocation,
and relaying a result of the signing to the certif-
icate-managing server by way of the user de-
vice;
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a step S870 of the certificate-managing server
transmitting to the blockchain nodes the trans-
action information for revocation electronically
signed by the user; and
a step S880 of the blockchain nodes storing the
transaction information for revocation electron-
ically signed by the user in the blockchain.

45. The method of Claim 44, wherein the steps of S820
to S880 includes:

a step S811 of the certificate-managing server,
if the revoking signal is determined as generated
at the certificate-managing server, instructing its
transaction-processing engine to receive the
transaction information for user verification, to
generate the transaction information for revoca-
tion, and to sign the generated transaction infor-
mation for revocation using a private key of the
sender which is the certificate-managing server,
to thereby transmit the signed transaction infor-
mation for revocation to the blockchain nodes;
and
a step S812 of the blockchain nodes storing the
signed transaction information for revocation in
the blockchain, to thereby complete the revoca-
tion of the public certificate.
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